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Introduction 
Stevens Reserve has been a dog exercise area since 2011. During that time, 
there has been concerns raised by sporting groups who utilise Stevens Reserve 
which highlight the ongoing challenges around the shared use of the space 
between sporting purposes and dog exercise purposes. 

Disruptions to sporting matches, training sessions and damage to turf caused by 
dogs has been reported. Based on these reports, the City consulted relevant 
stakeholders to explore the possibility of finding a local area to accommodate a 
similar and secure alternative place for people to exercise their dogs.  

Following a review of dog exercise areas by City Officers, Virginia Ryan Park was 
identified as an option for an additional off-lead dog exercise area which could 
assist in addressing some of the challenges being faced at Stevens Reserve by 
sporting club users. 

In order to realise the proposed change, the City of Fremantle is required to 
amend the Dog Exercise and Prohibited Areas Policy (2018) to include Virginia 
Ryan Park as a dog exercise area. This would also require the park to be altered 
in the follow ways: 

• Dog amenities: bins, bags, dog bowl/water fountain. 
• Additional signage re dog exercise area change. 
• Fencing of the southern boundary along Watkins Street. 
• Additional seating. 

In addition to proposed changes at Virginia Ryan Park, as series of additional 
changes have been also proposed at Stevens Reserve in to support a response to 
addressing concerns raised by sporting club users. These include:  

• Removal of the existing gates at the two entry points at Stevens Street and 
on the corner of Swanbourne and Stevens Street, and installation of a 
‘chicane’ type entry at both locations with a barrier/fence that people will 
need to walk around to enter or leave the reserve. This is to prevent balls 
rolling out of the reserve and provide a level of protection, while also 
encouraging responsible dog ownership. 
 

• Connect the footpath to the oval with an accessible concrete path. 

The City of Fremantle conducted a survey of affected residents and stakeholders 
to seek feedback on the proposals above and this report proves a summary of 
the engagement methods undertaken and the feedback received.  
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Engagement Summary 
An online survey was open on My Say Freo from 22 July to 19 August 2022. 
Promotion of the survey was undertaken via:  

• E-newsletters – My Say Freo and Freo Weekly.  
• Facebook – Posts on City’s Facebook page.  
• Emails to key stakeholders. 
• Letter drops to residents in the immediate vicinity to Virginia Ryan Park. 
• Signage at Stevens Reserve and Virginia Ryan Park with QR codes. 

Key Findings  
From 22 July to 19 August 2022, the My Say Freo page was visited by 364 
people and there were 233 survey responses. The majority were residents.  

• People using Stevens Reserve accounted for 90% (210 people) of survey 
respondents, and, of these 91% (191 people) typically used the Reserve 
with dogs.  
 

• 10% of respondents (23) primarily used Virginia Ryan Park, with almost 
half of these users doing so with a dog.  
 

• 63% of respondents (147 people) resided beyond the immediate area of 
Virginia Ryan Park.  
 

• 31% of respondents (72) lived nearby Virginia Ryan Park. 
 

• There was extremely low survey participation by sporting club members 
that use Stevens Reserve.  

Proposed change to Virginia Ryan Park: 

• Support for the proposal to introduce a dog exercise area at Virginia Ryan 
Park was mixed with 44% of respondents indicating some level of 
opposition and 42% indicating some level of support.  
 

• Residents that lived nearby Virginia Ryan Park were largely opposed to the 
City’s proposal to include the Park as a dog exercise area. 
 

• Whilst some respondents expressed support for Virginia Ryan Park 
becoming an additional dog exercise area (68 respondents), most 
comments maintained a strong preference for continued use of Stevens 
Reserve as their primary dog exercise area.  
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Proposed change to Stevens Reserve:  

• There is an overall preference to preserve Stevens Reserve as the primary 
dog exercise area.   
 

• A significant majority of participants did not want any changes to occur at 
Stevens Reserve, in particular changes to fencing or removal of fencing.  

Detailed Findings – Overall  
Virginia Ryan Park Dog Exercise Area Proposal  

The graph below summarises the general level of support and opposition for the 
proposal to include Virginia Ryan Park as a dog exercise area. 

 

• Support for the proposal to introduce a dog exercise area at Virginia Ryan 
Park was mixed with 44% of respondents indicating some level of 
opposition and 42% indicating some level of support.  
 

• A significant proportion of responses raised the following concerns with 
the proposal:  
 

o Limited size (61 respondents) 
o Suitability to accommodate dog exercise area (48 respondents) 

 
• Whilst other concerns were expressed regarding the proposal: 

o Concerns regarding child safety (24 respondents) 
o Accessibility/including sight of dogs in park (23 respondents) 
o Parking (19 respondents) 
o Proximity to residential areas (14 respondents) 
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o Lack of appropriate fencing/information about proposed fencing (14 
respondents) 

o Lack of enclosed playground (14 respondents) 
o Local road safety/traffic (8 respondents) 
o Lack of appropriate lighting/general safety (6 respondents) 
o Increased noise (6 respondents) 
o Loss of public open space for non-dog owners (3 respondents) 

As part of the survey the City presented a number of high level potential benefits 
and challenges to respondents for their consideration. Respondents were asked 
to consider how likely or unlikely it was that these potential challenges/benefits 
would be realised.  

The graph below summarises feedback relating to the likelihood of potential 
benefits associated with including Virginia Ryan Park as a dog exercise area. The 
potential benefits presented to respondents for consideration included improved 
passive surveillance, vibrancy and the building of connection between people.  

 

While a reasonable percentage of respondents thought it was likely these 
benefits would be realised, only a slightly smaller percentage of respondents felt 
it unlikely they would be realised.    

The graph below summarises feedback relating to the likelihood of potential 
challenges associated with including Virginia Ryan Park as a dog exercise area. 
The potential challenges presented to respondents for consideration included 
safety risk to children from dogs, noise from dogs and parking pressures.  
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Likihood of benefits associated with dog exercise area at 
Virginia Ryan Park 
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Responses to this question indicated that most respondents felt that increased 
parking pressures (66%) and noise from dogs (57%) were likely challenges, 
however were less certain on whether dogs would pose safety risks to children.   

Stevens Reserve Entry Gate Proposal 

• The majority of comments expressed support to retain Stevens Reserve as 
the primary dog exercise area (89 respondents) with no changes to be 
made to the entry gates (71 respondents).  
 

• Key risks that respondents identified as being associated with the removal 
of the gates at Stevens Reserve were dog safety (51 respondents), child 
safety/general safety (19 resp 

• ondents), and road safety (12 respondents).  
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Detailed Findings – respondents living in 
proximity to Virginia Ryan Park  
Virginia Ryan Park Dog Exercise Area Proposal  

The graph below summarises the general level of support and opposition for the 
proposal to include Virginia Ryan Park as a dog exercise area from survey 
respondents living in proximity to Virginia Ryan Park.  

 

  

 

• Respondents living in proximity to Virginia Ryan Park primarily opposed 
the proposal with 64% (46) indicating some level of opposition and only 
31% (22) supporting the proposal.  
 

• 6 respondents expressing were in favour of the proposal however only as 
an overflow/alternative location during sporting activities.  
 

• A large proportion respondents living in proximity to Virginia Ryan Park 
raised the following concerns with the proposal:  
 

o Limited size (18 respondents) 
o Suitability to accommodate a dog exercise area (14 respondents) 

 
• Whilst other concerns were raised regarding the proposal: 

 
o Concerns regarding child safety (13 respondents) 
o Parking (9 respondents) 
o Proximity to residential areas (9 respondents) 
o Loss of public open space for non-dog owners (7 respondents) 
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o Concerns regarding dog safety (7 respondents) 
o Accessibility/sight of dogs (7 respondents)  
o Increased noise (6 respondents) 
o Lack of responsible dog ownership and potential for stray dogs (5 

respondents) 
o Damage to Virginia Ryan Park’s landscape and wildlife (4 

respondents) 
o Lack of appropriate fencing (4 respondents) 
o Local road safety/traffic (3 respondents) 
o Increased smell in the area (3 respondents)  
o Lack of appropriate lighting/general safety (2 respondents) 

 

Stevens Reserve Entry Gate Proposal 

• The majority of respondents living in proximity to Virginia Ryan Park 
expressed support to retain Stevens Reserve as the primary dog exercise 
area (12 respondents) with no changes to be made to the entry gates (7 
respondents).  
 

• Key risks identified regarding the removal of the gates at Stevens Reserve 
were regarding dog safety (3 respondents), child safety/general safety (5 
respondents), and alternative fenced areas (7 respondents).  
 

• Respondents living in proximity to Virginia Ryan Park suggested alternate 
solutions to the proposed changes, including: 
 

o Introduction of an alternative fenced area at Stevens Reserve or 
another suggested park (7 respondents). 

o Increased Ranger presence for those not being responsible dog 
owners (3 respondents). 

o Alternative fenced areas (7 respondents). 
o More bin/waste areas and improved dog waste bags (3 

respondents). 
o Increased signage (1 respondent). 
o Better responsible dog ownership education (1 respondent). 
o Restrict Stevens Reserve to Fremantle rate payers only (1 

respondent). 

 

Additional comments and survey data are detailed in the Appendix.  
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Appendix  

Demographics 

• People using Stevens Reserve accounted for 90% (210 people) of survey 
respondents, and, of these 91% (191 people) typically used the Reserve 
with dogs.  
  

• Additionally, of those primarily using Stevens Reserve, one participant 
indicated they were a member of the Fremantle Cricket Club, and one as a 
member of the Fremantle Hockey Club.  
  

• 23 people (10%) completing the surveys, primarily used Virginia Ryan 
Park.  
 

• Of those primarily using Virginia Ryan Park, 40% typically did so with a 
dog, 25% without a dog, 18% with children, and 17% selected Other. 
   

• 31% of participants indicated that they lived near Virginia Ryan Park, while 
63% resided beyond the immediate area of the Park, and 6% did not 
indicate their location regarding this question.  
 

• Most participants were aged 45-64 years (45%) and 25-44 (34%). 
 

Participant Location: Suburb  

60% of participants live in the suburb of Fremantle, and 22% in White Gum 
Valley; with significantly less participants from, Beaconsfield (5%), South 
Fremantle (3%), East Fremantle (3%), Hilton (2%), and North Fremantle (1%).  

Proximity to Virginia Ryan Park 

Over a third (32%; 71 people) of respondents live in close proximity to Virginia 
Ryan Park, while 63% (147 people) are not living near to the Park. In relation to 
this question, 6% declined to indicate whether they lived near to Virginia Ryan 
Park or not.  
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Summary of email feedback  

Five emails providing extra information were received from community members 
via the City of Fremantle Community Engagement inbox. The issues raised were 
in line with the overall themes of all survey respondents, those include: 

• Concerns over the transparency of the consultation process, particularly 
that the proposal is a step toward removing Stevens Reserve as a dog 
exercise area all together.  
 

• The unsuitability of Virginia Ryan Park as a dog exercise area in 
comparison to Stevens Reserve both in size, accessibility, safety, facilities, 
and location in proximity to residential homes.  
 

• The issue of existing dog owner responsibility at Virginia Ryan Park was 
raised, with comments that some owners already walk through Virginia 
Ryan Park with their dogs off lead.  
 

• Concerns regarding the removal of fencing or changing of existing fencing 
to a ‘chicane’ style alternative. The consultation suggests this is being 
framed as a measure to promote responsible dog ownership and assist in 
sporting events, however it is a punitive measure and a risk to dog and 
public safety. It was also viewed as a permanent measure which 
disproportionately favours sporting clubs who do not utilise the space as 
frequently as the local community and dog walkers.  
 

• It was also proposed that community based, alternative solutions be 
considered by Council to help facilitate the multi-purpose use of Stevens 
Reserve and improve the communication between dog owner/non-sports 
users of Stevens Reserve and the existing sports clubs/users.  

 
Respondents shared the following considerations that Council should 
make to support users when sporting events are on at Stevens Reserve.  

• Alternative fenced area at Stevens Reserve or another suggested park (15 
respondents). 
  

• Increased Ranger presence (6 respondents). 
 

• More bins/waste areas and improved dog waste bags, specifically replace 
the current product which breaks easily and is hard to open (15 
respondents). 

• Increased signage and better education (10 respondents). 
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• Responsible dog ownership (10 respondents). 
 

• Improved agility facilities and general facilities at Stevens Reserve (3 
respondents). 
 

• Meeting between community of Stevens Reserve users and sporting 
clubs/Joint committee (3 respondents). 
 

• Restrict Stevens Reserve to Fremantle rate payers only (2 respondents). 
 

• Masterplan for Stevens Reserve with better consultation process (1 
respondent). 

Comments about the survey and consultation process 

• There are ongoing issues between dog walkers/non-sport users and sports 
users/clubs (23 respondents). 
 

• Council transparency – respondents felt the consultation process was 
flawed and part of a plan to push dog walkers out of Stevens Reserve (20 
respondents). 
 

• Stevens Reserve was not adequately included in the survey (14 
respondents).  
 

Alternative suggested dog exercise area locations  

• Davies Reserve. 
 

• Vacant land near Amherst and Knutsford. 
 

• Beach St location. 
 

• Fremantle Park. 
 

• Victoria Reserve Home Long Park 
 

• Recommendation City Officers consider consultation and dog exercise 
areas at Byford (Bark Park), Shire of Kalamunda and City of Cockburn as 
their model for future consultations and designs.  
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Summary of Survey Comment Responses 

Q11 (Please indicate any positive benefits not identified in the above 
topics.)  
Steven’s reserve is a better off lead area, the proposed new area is suitable  
Fenced areas designated for dogs and their walkers without disruption from 
sporting events should be provided by the local council to benefit community. 
People not familiar with dogs will not use the park surely.  
None 
provide an alternative dog area when stevens reserve is used for sport 
It would be best if it was for small dogs and let the large dogs have Stevens 
Reserve. 
None as currently proposed 
None - with what is currently proposed 
Fencing would take away some worry from using Virginia Ryan. 
Mental health achieved when exercising with dog 
NA 
Na 
Another off lead area 
There are no positive benefits to this proposal 
None. It would be dangerous.  
It’s even closer to where I live 
More awareness that the park is there & it’s size. Many people walk / drive 
straight past & don’t realise the size & beauty of this park. 
There are none really  
I see no benefits to this proposal at all.  There are already bins, bags and a 
bench in the park and nobody uses it. 
increased use of existing public open space 
It would be more enjoyable for both people and dogs as it is more park like with 
trees rather than a sporting oval 
provide an option when Stens REserve is too busy with sport 
Dog parks always offer these benefits and there should be more ...  
It would provide an additional dog exercise area.  However, Virginia Ryan park 
is enclosed my the rear fences of many homes which are exposed.  The 
occupants of these homes may not be pleased with the additional dogs and 
people occupying a once quiet street park. 
I believe with there is a requirement for MORE dog exercise areas, rather than 
the restriction of a MAJOR dog exercise area in STEVENS RESERVE, and 
substituting this community facility with a SMALLER dog exercise alternative. 
Local people are not the police and shouldn’t be used to reduce anti social 
behaviour, it’s potentially dangerous. The positive is that people with anti social 
dogs on lead and not be bothered by the off lead dogs at Steven’s reserve. 
Keeping Virginia as an on lead park is good for those dogs otherwise they may 
never see a park. 
Virginia Park is dark and damp, it doesn’t receive much sunlight and it much 
smaller so would reduce the opportunity for both people and dogs to get 
exercise. Waking laps at Steven’s Reserve is how the friendships are formed 
Another dog park option during cricket season.  
There are none 
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None 
Greater space for dogs and people to remain apart, reduces chance of 
aggressive behaviour.  
As a Fremantle rate payer it is good to know that our public spaces are being 
optimally used. Better use of public funds, as the space is being well used and 
not just by sporting clubs and members who potentially are not Fremantle rate 
payers and use the Public space for limited time frames. 
Na 
N/A 
none. its not a great park for walking a dog. 
Contours are very good for dog exercise  
The space is great for dogs to exercise 
I don't use or know where this park is. 
Whilst sport is taking place on Stevens green having ADDITIONAL space where 
dogs can go is always a benefit.   
Somewhere to take dog when there are cricket matches on 
none additional 
Not suitable for dogs given the residents yelling at me when I’ve taken my dog 
their before end a dog at a house jumping it’s fence and viciously attacking my 
dog while walking on a lead at the park.  
Nice to have another park in the area which is suitable for dogs  
Provide another dog exercise space for times when Stevens Reserve is being 
used for sporting activities 
Area to small to take amount of Stevens Reserve usage 
There are no positive benefits, Virginia Ryan Park is too small for the amount of 
people that go to Stevens Reserve.  Virginia Ryan is a lovely park as it is for 
sitting under trees on the grass without a dog to read a book etc - leave it as it 
is. 
na 
Improve opportunities for people and dogs to interact in a positive way 
Provide alternative option for dog owners whilst sporting activity is on 
I'm looking for options for those times when irresponsible owners of dogs with 
aggressive tendencies are using Stevens St Reserve 
Might bring more life to the park. Though more public facilities like a bbq and 
picnic area, drinking water would also! 
Moved from Stevens Street 
None 
I love this little park and would like to see the dogs running off lead and legalise 
their joy generating ways 
Cant see any 
Giving additional dog exercise space for those living immediately close to that 
Park please note for others that need to bring their dogs with a vehicle there is 
no parking  
Another safe space to take my dog off leash, and one that is very close for us. 
And more people using the space which seems a bit underused. 
I can only exercise my dog if there is a large safe area for her to run in off-leash 
and other dogs to run with. Virginia Ryan park is too small for this purpose 
except for occasional short time periods. 
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There are no real benefits for this park to be a dog exercise area.  It is far too 
small to be of any use to dog owners. I only have a very small dog but she can 
run through this park in about 30 seconds and she's finished with it.  No 
exercise benefit can be obtained particularly for larger dogs.  If this park was to 
be converted to a dog exercise area, it is far too small for larger dogs.  This 
leaves nowhere for owners of large dogs to exercise their pets which can result 
in anti-social behaviour on the part of larger dogs at home that require 
extensive exercise.  
Great to offer another option for locals to have more variety for thier dog walks. 
Families live so close to Virginia Park, and kookaburras too, and wd be severely 
inconvenienced by the extra noise and parking problems 
Be fantastic to keep stevens as a safe enclosed dog area AND add Virginia. 
Otherwise don’t fix what ain’t broke 
More opportunities for dogs to socialise safely  
Increased spread out of dogs at peak times  
More life and appreciation to existing parks. I hadn't heard of this park prior to 
this survey and now would like to go have a look. dog walkers also bring 
families along, both elder and younger. 
Virginia Ryan Park is very tiny and could not cater for the same number of 
people with their dogs that currently use Stevens Reserve 
As a user of Steven Reserve I strongly support shared spaces for dogs and 
people, rather than dedicated single use spaces  - as shared spaces encourage 
dogs to learn appropriate social skills around other users and other users, often 
kids, benefit from the enjoyment of playing with and alongside dogs and the 
wider community that makes.  
None 
It would provide an option for dog owners on the occasions that Stevens 
Reserve is being used for sport. 
Alternative park to use when Stevens St reserve in use by sporting teams. 
I like being in a secure area with my dog. 
There’s no benefit in Virginia Ryan park... totally unsuitable on many levels 
1) housing on 3 sides... noise issues  
2) parking issues 
3) park too small and undulating 
None. 
In my opinion there is a slight chance that by making this an off lead area for 
dogs is may have a marginal impact of reducing demand on Steven's reserve 
but it would be marginal for several reasons and would have potentially 
unbalanced negative consequences. 
If anti-social behavior has been taking place I would believe that this would 
lessen with more dog exercise usage. However, large numbers of dogs may lead 
to degradation of such a small area 
Any additional safe, dog friendly spaces in Fremantle are always welcome 
No positive benefit from moving the dog park to that average reserve.  
Virginia Ryan Park is far too small to be of any benefit as a dog exercise area.   
Nothing - Keep Stevenson’s reserve as it is!!!! Great park for everyone to enjoy 
!! The proposed changes are horrendous and do not suit all parties. Go down to 
the park and ask people yourselves. I am a member of a football / cricket club 
and still believe the park should be left as is!  
None 
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Nil 
This would not be a suitable replacement for Stevens Street reserve if this was 
taken away as a dog exercise park 
Dogs are increasing fulfilling role ifchild or family to many people. Amenities to 
facilitate welbeung of these animals us imperative. 
No benefits at all. 
an alternative space to walk the dog when sports are on at Sevens reserve 
 Virginia park is far to small for a dog park  
Stevens reserve is  much more suitable  
Better for the community 
As a local vet, I strongly support this proposal. 
 
The Human-Animal Bond is well recognised as providing a myriad of physical 
and mental health benefits for humans.  
As the owner of a companion animal, or event through in-direct interactions, 
these benefits can be significant.  
 
Dogs being walked and exercised in common and public areas can provide their 
owners, and those who interact with them, opportunities to connect and 
socialise with other dog owners and dog enthusiasts.  
The dogs themselves also benefit from interaction and socialisation with their 
own kind.  
 
A well designed, safe and dedicated area for this activity to be undertaken will 
provide benefits to the wider community and should be supported and funded.  
Dogs are trapped in houses all day and not enough areas to get them proper 
exercise so it would reduce animal neglect. 
Additional dog parks are always helpful for dog owners. It would be good if there 
could be a fully enclosed dog park since Beaconsfield park was taken away. 
Reduce the pressure on Stevens reserve 
May work as alternative  for small dogs  
It would be very unlikely that it would create all the above social benefits 
because they are already provided at the nearby Stevens Reserve which is a far 
superior dog exercise area that already has a close knit community.  
I like the idea of another Dog Park BUT if the plan is to simply remove the gates 
at Stevens and give us another unfenced Dog exercise area then I would not be 
happy!!! Fremantle is one of the few Towns without a single dedicated fenced, 
double gated dog park.  
I can only see disbenefits from this proposal. 
Nice alternative when sports on at Steven’s.  
None 
not being yelled at by the neighbour 
This is not the right space for a dog park too small no parking and disruptive for 
residents closeby 
It might reduce some of the dog usage of Stevens St Reserve. The 
terrain/setting of Virginia Ryan Park is quite different to Stevens St Reserve and 
it is possible that the park would become a preferred destination of a particular 
type of dog owner, thereby becoming a bit of an informal 'club' if you like 
(presently different groups of dogs/dog owners tend to accumulate on Stevens 
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St Reserve). In short, social dynamics may shift/alter with addition of Virginia 
Ryan into the dog exercise mix. 

 

Q13 (Please indicate any potential challenges not identified in the above 
topics.)  
comment 
The playground should be fenced to reduce the risk of a dog v child interaction. 

Parking on Bolton Place which is a very small street that gets blocked often 
when there is a party, home open etc. It is 100% that people will park in Bolton 
Place to use the park facilities if this change is effected. What can/will the 
council do to prevent this from happening?  
There is no proposed fence from the park to Bolton Place which will result in 
dogs straying into Bolton Place. This is a risk to dogs and people!  
Anti-social behaviour in the Virginia Ryan park will drive dog walkers into Boo 
park which hasn't got a dog exercise area. 
A place that has limited sight lines will just increase the amount of dog poo in 
the park, just as Boo park has  
If playground area is to be left, then needs to be fenced off from dog area. 
Children and dogs should not be encouraged to use the same space.  
Can't see any, it's public space to be used by the residents - no brainer! 
As you won't be asking about Stevens reserve changes, but should be.  Consider 
that a large portion of city residents and Stevens reserve users own dogs. I 
would hazard a guess its more than are members of any one sporting club.  Just 
because dog walkers aren't a club doesn't mean they should always be 
considered last. The majority of people are responsible dog owners. Removing 
gates does not make a bad dog owner better it just puts good dogs (and 
children) at unnecessary risk. I do not take my dog to Stevens reserve when 
sport is on. Please do not remove the gates. 
The park is undulating and dogs unleashed would easily be out of sight of 
owners. 
This was and is a community park where local residnets often have chidrens 
gatyerings/picnics etc 
This is a very small area with a childrens playground and is ideal as a rereation 
area 
area is too small for dogs to run around 
Off lead areas can encourage owners with dogs who have poor or no recall to let 
them off leash, and thus lose control of their dog. However, this happens in 
areas where dogs are supposed to be on the lead as well. 
Will the play park be fenced off from dogs? 
Large dogs knocking over children and or elderly dog owners. 
Possibly less than Stevens Reserve as it is a more intimate area. 

Not enough room for dogs to exercise safely. 
Parking area needs to be provided rather than side of ride  
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They will be Dog shit everywhere. 
This park should remain as is. 
People will just flock here to take their dogs to the toilet and the park will stink 
and be littered with dog poo like horrilong park. 
Not Everyone likes dogs and dog shit. 
I have done tai chi in this park and it is peaceful. 
NA 
Na 
Virginia Ryan Park is a neighbourhood park, with a popular children’s play area. 
This facility is well used by local residents with very young children. Introducing 
a dog exercise area is going to cause stress to these young children. How long 
will it be before a child is bitten?  
Dogs off the leash will mean that it is no longer possible for residents to walk in 
the park without fear of harassment or even attack from dogs.  
Virginia Ryan Park is set in a high density residential area, dogs and their 
owners are noisy. Dogs barking and owners shouting are not going to be 
appreciated by the local rate payers at all hours of the day and potentially night. 
Virginia Ryan Park is a small park, a fraction of the size of the Stevens Reserve, 
how many dogs do you propose to limit in number, for exercising in such a small 
space. The idea that this is a suitable alternative is ludicrous. 
The proposal indicates that a fence will be erected at the southern, Watkins 
Road side of the park but not at the northern end at Bolton Place, where the 
children’s play area is located. The play area will now be exposed to all the dogs 
off their leashes. This is potentially very dangerous. Dogs off the leash will now 
be free to run into Bolton Place, on to private residences, foul the lawns and 
possibly harass residents in their own gardens. 
There is an entrance to Virginia Ryan Park between 13 & 15 Bolton Place, 
parking in the Place is already overcrowded and congested. The use of the park 
by more dog walkers ( not all walk to the venues) will cause the residents great 
inconvenience and is a possible flash point. 
It is not just children who will be more in danger. Rangers do not currently 
monitor or act on dog’s off lead. A lot of owners do not control their untrained 
dogs. With even more untrained dogs off lead, there will be more attacks on 
humans and animals! Fremanyle id terrible at managing dog owners and 
prosecuting them.  
When sport is on at Stevens it could get overcrowded  

Most people will be on foot, so parking not an issue.  

Children’s playground/sandbox would be used as a dog toilet. 
Dogs on adjoining properties behind tall fences would be disturbed/stressed. 
They already run up/down the length of the fences barking when dogs are in the 
park.  
Garden on west side of park needs to be cleared of stakes and pipes which 
present a danger to dogs.  
Fencing would have to be put up on north side of park to ensure dogs don’t exit 
into street/car park. 
Children would be at greater threat from dog attacks as there would be 
increased dog interaction and tension between themselves and humans as the 
area is greatly decreased when compared to Stevens reserve.  
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The proposed park is too small, particularly for the larger dogs that currently 
use Stevens St park. 
Unfortunately some dog owners do not clean up after their dog (basically the 
problem with Stevens St) and this will pose a health hazard to children using 
Virginia Ryan park. This will end up being a significant risk and will ultimately be 
protested and result in banning dogs from the park. 
Totally unsuitable for large dogs. Areas of grass would deteriorate quickly. Area 
is too small for ball throwing and retrieving. I visited the park today with my 
medium sized dog (leashed) who was immediately challenged by a growling  
unleashed dog whose owner was at the childrens’ playground with a toddler. I 
asked the owner to leash the dog . He said the dog didn’t mean it and was very 
friendly. He ignored my request so we left. 
I think that Virginia Ryan is too small to provide the off-lead opportunities for 
dogs that Steven’s Reserve provides 
Too many dogs in too small of an area can lead to a more intense atmosphere 
The wear and tear on that small area will make it quickly unappealing  
Unless the area is reticulated, it will become a total dustbowl in summer 
Virginia Ryan is a tiny piece of land. Even the friendliest of dogs need a large 
area to spread out in when off lead to avoid potential issues of different 
temperaments, styles of play and whether or not they are gentle enough or ok 
with puppies. Stevens Reserve is well used and well loved by so many in the 
community. The dog owners are responsible and friendly, I have made many 
lovely connections since moving to the area and my rescue dog has had a 
wonderful place to grow up and be well socialised. He would have not been able 
to do this in a smaller park. Removing the gates from Stevens will not result in 
“responsible dog ownership”, that already occurs. It will just mean even the 
most well trained dog might accidentally run on to the road causing risk to the 
dog, drivers and pedestrians. All for a game played only once a week for a few 
months of the year. This is a disgusting gatekeeping of public land. 
It’s a very small area to exercise dogs.. I think it would be very unpleasant for a 
vast number of rate paying dog owners people who frankly deserve better.  
the park is narrow.  the biggest issue is dogs running onto the road.  this is a 
major safety concern for dogs, pedestrians and vehicles. 
Safety risks to children & adults from dogs 
in  Virginia Ryan Park &  nearby footpaths.  Dogs have teeth 
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I think this is an appalling and deceptive move by the Council to propose this as 
some sort of appeasement for reducing dog amenity at Stevens Reserve.  I cite 
the following considerations: 
- The park is too small for the dogs to run around.  If Council rangers visited 
Stevens Reserve, they would see it is fantastic (and the only spot apart from 
South Beach) in Freo where dogs can exercise freely off leash in the Fremantle 
Region.  Owners can feel confident that their dogs can get good exercise in a 
safe enclosed area.  Furthermore, the dogs gather naturally in groups by size.   
By contrast, I would not feel safe to take my (small) dog off leash in a cooped 
up area like VR Park where dog (and owner) frustration is likely to be high.  
There would be a safety risk to smaller dogs and humans with large dogs (trying 
to) run around in a such a confined space 
- I cannot imagine how horrific it would be for the neighbours to VR Park having 
a heavy use dog park next to them with dogs barking and owners calling their 
pets from the wee hours until late 
- There is a children's playground at VR Park - increasing dog use in the park is 
likely to cause tension between parents and dog owners as it will be very 
difficult to keep dogs out of the playground.  At least the pitch at Stevens 
Reserve has been protected with a wraparound fence  
- VR Park already has bags, bins and a bench and yet nobody uses it as 
anything other than a thoroughfare because it is too small and too close to 
surrounding houses 
It is quite apparent that there is a decided lack of dog owners at Fremantle 
Council with these sorts of suggestions.  Perhaps the Councillors and staff would 
do well to go and spend some time at Stevens Reserve rather than sending 
these sorts of surveys out from an office.  I was incensed at a recent quote in 
the Herald noting that there can be up to 80 dogs at Stevens Reserve as if that 
were a reason to curtail dog use - a) I go there every day and, even at peak 
hour, there is nowhere near that number and b) that level of dog use should be 
reason enough to recognise the need and popularity of the park to dog owners.  
I doubt that VR Park could comfortably support more than 5 dogs at a time. 
There would be more dog owners than cricketers among Fremantle ratepayers, 
so I suggest the Council think hard before implementing these proposed 
changes. 
Too smaller area for the amount of dogs off leash/ Not safe for dogs as traffic 
speed down Watkins road /not big enough area for exercise for both dog and 
person 
The park seems quite small compared to Stevens. If a large proportion of the 
dogs that use Stevens went to VR P then the lawn is likely to become very 
degraded. People with large dogs probably wouldn't relocate to VRP because 
there is limited space for the dog to run freely. 
Council is not taking into consideration the impact of dog ownership on mental 
and physical health (enhanced self-esteem, stronger immune systems, greater 
school attendance, better social connectedness).   
https://kb.rspca.org.au/knowledge-base/what-are-the-health-benefits-of-pet-
ownership/ 
Similarly an increase in dog ownership to offset the impacts of CoVid and social 
distancing and isolation requirements, does not seem to be a consideration with 
this proposal. Statistics suggest that 50% of ALL AUSTRALIAN HOUSEHOLDS 
own a dog. 
https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/australian-pet-ownership-
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reaches-record-high-during-covid-pandemic/news-
story/3d6bafa280bd2715056c28a4961aeecd 

Because  Virginia Ryan park is so small and narrow off lead dogs would have 
less room to run and could potentially accidentally crash into people. 
I imagine the residents close by will have it closed down again   
Increase Smell of dog poo in close proximity to houses 
Virginia Ryan Park is too small to safely accomodate more than a few dogs at 
any one time. It has a playground at one end which would have to be cordoned 
off for children which would further reduce the size of the park. This is a recipe 
for disaster with the number of dogs that safely, and largely happily, mingle and 
exercise at Stevens Reserve, where there is sufficient room for dogs and their 
owners to have space from one another. As Virginia Ryan Park is nestled within 
a residential area, I believe it would pose a potential noise problem for 
residents, having dog owners with cars trying to find parking and groups of dogs 
exercising in the mornings and evenings.  
Virginia Ryan is a small park, suitable for only a limited number of well behaved 
dogs at one time.  The previous experience with other smaller parks in the area 
is that during peak periods (mornings before work and late afternoon), there 
can be increased safety risks to people and dogs due to the congestion and 
inability to find clear space. 
Very small area considering the huge amount of dogs in the area. Houses back 
onto either side of the park and it might attract undesirable people to your 
doorstep. The area has a playground and I often see kids there - given the small 
space I think this would be an issue throwing dogs into the mix.  
The park is small so I doubt there would be a lot of use for exercising dogs 
however it was the only option available, then mayhem with dogs of all sizes 
mixed in with children  
No-one goes there...... it is too small to exercise big dogs especially or more 
than a couple at a time 
Due to the reduced area, increased dig numbers it is very likely that there will 
be more dog aggression and altercations as there will be less space for 
separation between people and dogs. 
Park is a lot smaller so likely to be more conflict between dogs. With more space 
on Stevens people don’t need to be in each other or every dogs space. 
N/a 
Alot more cars parking on the street area around the park  
It's too small for  more than 5 - 10 dogs at a time 

Playground area would need to be fenced.  
Dog shit. Barking. Dogs basically dominating the space.  Generally being unable 
to peacefully use it.  
Dogs are allowed within Virginia Ryan Park on leash, the residents surrounding 
this park are often abusive to people with dogs and will likely get more so 
should they be off leash within this area. 
Locals already use this park for their dogs, its not somewhere you can park 
easily.  There are some angry neighbors there who hate existing dog use with 
leash etc. 
It is not capable of coping with all users of Stevens so would only be of use as a 
supplement to existing facilities 
none additional 
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Surround residences pets and disturbances would cause issues in the area  

Area not sufficient  

i believe the impact on people that live around Virginia Ryan would be massive 
and they definitely would not like the number of people and dogs that would be 
there every day.  There is a very grumpy man whose fence borders Virginia 
Ryan and he is known to yell at people as it is now. 
Whereas Stevens Reserve does not impact residents who live nearby. 
At time Stevens Reserve has over 30 dogs large and small running if restricted 
to a smaller space safety issues could result to both other animals and people, 
as we have experienced friends knocked down by uncontrolled dogs at Stevens 
which in a smaller space creates a greater risk 
Non that I can think of 
Virginia Ryan park is a small park for dog exercise. Stevens Reserve is a better 
option for most people as it is much bigger.  
Virginia Ryan is a small park with a childrens play area and not really suitable 
for  multiple dogs off leash. People will be more reluctant to have their young 
children playing in playground with dogs running off leash. I myself have a dog 
and go to Virginia Ryan with dog on a leash, I used the park a lot when my 
children were small. Wouldn’t have let them go to park if it was a dog exercise 
area.  
NA 
As long as people keep their dogs under their control - even when off lead - and 
respect other users and close by neighbours I think it is a win win. 
This would mean that children would not be able to access the park without 
parental supervision  
Impact on neighbours that border Virginia Ryan Park. 

I want to comment on the above: Parking is something to consider, but mainly 
when there are sports on at Stevens. Although Watkins is not overcrowded with 
parked cars. 
 
I don’t see an issue with child safety ask almost every dog around here is good. 
The only issue is the lack of understanding about actually training a dog in the 
half dozen most important commands, especially the small yappy ones that ppl 
really neglect to train. Also, teaching kids how to approach dogs sensitively - 
these are sentient creatures!. 
 
And ppl only walk their dogs during the day, so noise shouldn’t be an issue. 
Stevens St acts as a community hub and meeting area for dog owners and for 
many people it is a crucial, only or primary part of managing their mental health 
and connecting with other people which is much easier to do in an established 
local dog park . It isimpromptu, at your own convenience, exercises the dog at 
the same times and can involve the children. It also socialises the dog and is big 
enough to exercise dog owners as well which Virginia Ryan Park is not. I can 
leave the children I care for at home while I exercise the dog and meet people  
and exercise myself. I do not want the gate at Stevens St to be removed as my 
dog and small children will run onto the road.Virginia Ryan would need to be 
fenced and gated at all ends not just Watkins St. Aldo the bin bags you provide 
are TERRIBLE… you can’t open them and they tear every time I use them and 
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often get dog feaces on my hands … every other dog park has much better 
bags!!! Please do not change the gate at Stevens St … honestly I need them … 
my mental health will not survive it. We can’t exercise out dog without it. 
Please!!!! 

There are residences located in extremely close proximity to Virginia Ryan 
Park...in fact their gardens back onto it.  There certainly would be safety risks 
mixing dogs with children using the playground, for example.  The park would 
be so useless to dog owners that converting it would be a complete waste of 
council's time and money. 
Fencing along Watkins St would have to be very carefully considered to ensure 
the streetscape isn't too impacted. We would prefer if this was an unfenced dog 
park as it promotes responsible dog ownership and maintains flow for the 
community 
Kookaburras breed in Virginia Park and would be scared by extra activity there 
The park is too small to accommodate the typical number of dogs. If only the 
southern boundary is fenced, some people may not feel safe letting their dog off 
the lead.  
 
The neighbouring houses accommodate people with mental health issues, who 
have previously been distressed by dogs in the park, if the park is busy and 
noisy this might negatively affect the mental state of these people.  
 
Increased traffic and verge parking on Watkins.  
Hopefully, dog owners would be cognisant of other users, of the park, including 
children  
I do not think the park is large enough to accomodate many dogs safely  
A small space for many dogs and children possibly result in  an increase in dog 
fights as space is too small  
There is a playground in Virginia Ryan Park so I do not believe it is compatible 
as both a dog exercise area and a children's playground as the park is very 
small. 
As a user of Steven Reserve I strongly oppose the removal of gates to Stevens 
St as this will create a dangerous potential for road accidents, for both dogs and 
children - both can be equally prone to occasional lapses in judgement. Steven 
Reserve is currently unfenced to the north however most people feel there is a 
sufficient buffer zone to the road by virtue of the hill, carpark and the bowling 
nets, and people generally prefer to keep their dogs (and children) away from 
the interface with with the road as well as keeping away from the pitch in the 
middle of the park - this means that many people hug the perimeter of the park 
to the south, west and east and navigate the north /west edge by cutting across 
the middle - so the removal of gates to the south and west will mean that there 
is no safe place to walk / run / jump / play / romp. This is completely against 
common sense and against the spirit of shared use of a community asset.  
I am a Fremantle rate payer for 40 years and Steven’s Reserve is where I 
exercise both myself and my dog. The thought of closure or disruption to my 
ability to access this area with my dog so we both can get exercise is 
outrageous! Steven’s Reserve should be a multipurpose park!!!  
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Virginia Ryan is an undulating and sloped parkland. This makes it inaccessible to 
those with mobility issues or the elderly who currently enjoy being able to walk 
their dogs at Stevens Reserve.  
Virginia Ryan is relatively small space. If it were used to the same extent by 
dog-walkers as Stevens Reserve is now, then you will be creating a larger 
problem rather than alleviating a lesser one at Stevens (which itself could be 
mitigated by other means). 
Stevens Reserve has been a great park to enjoy the local communities; and 
meet special dog friends. It is the only park my dog truly loves and feels at 
home.  
Park is small for the number of dogs that typically use Stevens Reserve, 
although currently it is only occasionally that Stevens is not available.  
Traffic and parking areas 
Congestion 
Less area for exercise  
Toi many dogs and that can cause issues if incompatible behaviours with not 
enough separation 
Lack of separation to houses 
Extremely small 
No parking facilities 

Virginia Ryan Park is too small to accommodate all Stevens St Reserve dogs and 
owners at the busy times.  
The area is too small and the children's playground would also have to be 
fenced. I would not use the area. Stevens reserve is five times bigger.  

Dog areas should be large solely dog areas 

Put my comments in question 10 
Virginia Ryan Park VERY unsuitable  
Far too small! 
The questions in this survey are so biased that the City should be ashamed to 
have put this out! The additiona challenges include... Safety risks to dogs 
breaking legs in the giant stoem drain covers; daily disputes with neighbours to 
park over noise and other issues;  inability to properly secure the surrounding 
residential fencing which dogs can get under in places; unknown toxicity of 
plants in and around the reserve to dogs; lack of passive safety observance 
from road; no clear sightlines across full Reserve making it feel less safe; not 
big enough to be an alternative to Stevens Reserve .... how much more do you 
need! 
There are a couple obvious drawbacks that could lead to conflict between local 
residents and dog owners and between local residents and council.  These are 
mainly due to the geometry of the park.  It is a relatively small area surrounded 
by relatively high density residents many with small back gardens having fences 
and often gates backing directly onto Virginia Ryan Park.  Dog walkers are not 
time specific.  Yes there is a rush hour of dog walking before and after normal 
working hours, but people walk dogs at all hours of the day and night. If I was a 
resident with a garden fence and gate backing onto the park I would be 
unhappy about parking, noise and odor. 
The majority of the dog owners at Stevens Reserve use the entire area which is 
huge. Trying to fit a large number if dogs into VR Park would be detrimental to 
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the landscaping, and would lead to it becoming a dustbowl in the summer 
months. 

If fences are removed from Steven's reserve it may cause added stress to dog 
owners that is not present currently. 
Residences are extremely close to this park with some even having gates 
opening onto it.   
Size of the park is very small compared to the number of dogs that use Stevens 
Reserve this will be a key issue 
No doggy playground like the one at Stevens reserve 
Nowhere to shelter from the rain 
Need to fence the end of the park next to the public housing entrance as well as 
Watkins Street  
The man who lives in Watkins Street in the house next to the park screams at 
people and dogs already  
Do not convert virgina park into a dog area. It is too small and won’t 
accomodate the 500+ dog owners that visit stevensons reserve everyday. Keep 
it as is  
Too small 
It’s too small. Dogs need space to run. Large dogs won’t able to be 
accommodated or small dogs may not use the area. 
This would not be a suitable replacement for Stevens Street Reserve if this was 
taken away as a dog exercise area. 

1. Noise from people and dogs very early in the morning would be absolutely 
awful for people in the neighbouring houses. 
2. Poor visibility - Virginia Ryan isn't flat enough to be a dog exercise area. 
People will be knocked over by running dogs they can't see coming. 
3. Balls and frisbees entering neighbouring yards is inevitable. 
4. Far too small. Even the best behaved dogs need much more space to 
discourage them becoming crowded and stressed leading to antisocial 
behaviour. 
5. Virginia Ryan Park is a lovely picnic spot which would be lost to a dog park. 
This is a very narrow, beautiful park that will be trashed by dogs. This space is 
not big enough for a dog park.  Surrounding neighbours will be negatively 
impacted by noise and parking. I walk through that park with my dog on a lead 
and enjoy the peace and beauty of the park and this would be destroyed with 
dogs off lead. I would avoid it as it would be unpleasant and risky with dog poo 
on the paths and grass, out of control and anti-social dogs running (around 
often in packs) with their rude owners taking no responsibility or care - as 
happens now at Stevens unfortunately. 
its crammed, so children have a risk at being knocked over by excitable dogs. 
then the parents can argue, blah blah blah, and then the poor old dog is to 
blame when all it was doing is being social.  
the park is too small to be used by any quantity of dogs. At Stevens reserve the 
size of the space allows for a choice of either interaction (for sociable dogs) or 
no interaction (for dogs that are nervous, old, aloof etc) 
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Virginia Ryan Park challenges: 
 
Children using playground area frightened by dogs; 
Dogs running into the adjacent housing estate via the open pathway; 
Residents's dogs barking loudly at dogs using the park; 
Annoyance to residents whose fences abut the park; 
Please note there is a person with mental health issues whose property abuts 
the park, who can react disturbingly loudly if people/dogs are close to his fence; 
Less walking space than Stevens for the dog owners (who appreciate the chance 
to keep fit along with their dogs - which is a community health benefit). 
 
It is a very pretty park and it would be lovely if it remained as it is.  Is there no 
other potential suitable dog off leash area nearby? 
Safety risk to children and residents of surrounding streets (particularly Bolton 
and Kellow) from increased car traffic and unsafe parking practices. 
Virginia Ryan Park has multiple residences backing onto the park, these 
residents will be affected by increased use and noise complaints are likely. One 
resident currently frequently shouts abuse at dog walkers and threatens them if 
they approach his fence. These threats and abuse will worsen if the park 
becomes off lead. 
The park is not safe at or after dusk. There is insufficient lighting and too many 
pockets of deep shadow for users to feel safe at this time. In warmer months 
(cricket season), dusk and just after is the only time suitable for evening dog 
exercise due to the heat. Virginia Ryan Park is not an option due to significant 
safety risks. 
Too small space. It’s a tiny park.  
The park is very small and i walk my old dog there as stevens reserve is ferral 
as lots of people and no control of dogs which is very scary. The children in the 
street play there and I feel if the big dogs go there it would be out of control 
As for the parking that another story as it is a  quiet area  
Not suitable for a dog park  
1. In talking to dog owners they comment that having dogs running free will see 
a deteriation in the vegetation of the park with areas becoming bare and sandy. 
2. More dog faeces on the grass despite the good intent of most dog owners and 
the grass being fouled by dogs even if faeces cleaned up. 
3. Fouling of the kids swing area by dogs. 
4. possible undermining of the fence on west perimeter of the park due to dogs 
exploring the area. 
5. Increased risk to people from dogs off the lease. Currently I feel ok with dogs 
on the leash being exercised in the park but running free concerns me, 
especially in such a small park. 
6. A pain having the southern boundary fenced off- I like the open nature of the 
park. 
Increased disturbance to residents on 3 sides of park. 
Have they been informed or asked for their opinions? 
Grassed area turned into sandy patches 
Virginia Ryan Park is enjoyed by many without dogs 
Safety risks to dogs from dogs 
The park is too small and does not allow most dogs to run like they can at 
Stevens reserve. 
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I don't think that the community will readily use Virginia Ryan Park due to its 
general unappealing nature.   
As Virginia Ryan is not on level ground, it is not suitable for young families with 
prams and children and elderly people who want to walk their dogs. The small 
area of the park doesn't provide enough space for children and dogs to co-
mingle safely.  
As Virginia Ryan is not on level ground, it is not suitable for young families with 
prams and children and elderly people who want to walk their dogs. The small 
area of the park doesn't provide enough space for children and dogs to co-
mingle safely.  
Virginia Ryan Park is very small, not very open, has many trees, though would 
provide shade, does not provide open space for active dogs to run. Ground is 
also very undulated. Potential risks of injury for dogs and humans alike. 
As above - please do not think you can just take away our only (not even 
proper, double gated dedicated Dog exercise area) and replace it with another 
inappropriate dual use (little kids and off leash dogs) inadequate pretense that 
you are increasing Dog exercise space within Fremantle. 
Virginia Ryan Park is not suitable for this proposal for the reasons enumerated 
and others which I assume I will outline later; these are present design and us 
as a local neighbourhood park with a children's play area and the close 
proximity of neighbouring houses, the proposal for fence on Watkins Street ( 
what is that? ) and most importantly the issues of parking of cars on 
neighbouring streets. 
Too many dogs, not enough space 
Any dog park has dog poo and roaming days which is not conducive to young 
children also using the park 
Dogs fighting and not being monitored.  The park is too small to accommodate 
extra dogs and owners from surrounding areas.  The noise level will increase 
exponentially early in the morning and late in the afternoon. 
Park too small, no parking, too close to residential areas. Creepy park and too 
dark  
This reserve is very small and backs on to properties 
 
While Virginia Ryan Park (VRP) could potentially be set up as an alternative / 
additional dog exercise area to Stevens Reserve, it would need a lot more 
extensive infrastructure changes to be made than those currently envisaged 
under this proposal, along with clear regulations about what types of 
dogs/activities are permitted. Ideally CoF should be working towards providing 
safe fully-enclosed dog parks as is being provided by many other councils in 
Perth. A great nearby example is the Rockingham Enclosed Dog Park which 
includes two separate spaces - one for small dogs and one for all dogs, along 
with various activity zones to minimise high-speed free running and encourage 
interaction This park has dog drinking fountains, seating, and a 1.8m high 
boundary fence with a 1.5m solid, internal dividing fence.  
 
Is there any chance of the City providing 2 new fully-enclosed dog parks. 
Options for this could include: 
1. One at Stevens in the non-playing field portion of the south-east corner of 
Stevens Reserve, and another (fully enclosed) at VRP?  
2. Or alternatively, two enclosed dog areas in the non-playing fields portion 
of the south-east corner of Stevens Reserve? This area on Stevens Reserve is 
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larger and more amenable due to its flat terrain and layout than the proposed 
VRP.  
3. Another potential location for an enclosed dog park is at Fremantle Park – 
again in the south-east corner. This Park has the added benefit of having a lot of 
purpose-built parking nearby and is already effectively fenced on 2 sides due to 
its topography. 
 
Specific problems/conflicts in relation to what is proposed for VRP include: 
 
1. VRP is currently a pleasant, peaceful, SMALL park. Stevens Reserve in 
contrast is HUGE. Many dog owners at Stevens Reserve throw balls for their 
dogs, and many dogs – especially the larger breeds are allowed to ‘run-wild’ at 
Stevens – tearing around at great speed, often in packs of 2 or more dogs, and 
often oblivious to the danger they pose for other people (especially the elderly) 
and smaller dog breeds. It is not hard to imagine how chaotic this will soon 
become at VRP being as it is, such a small area. 
2. Unlike Stevens Reserve, VRP has non-flat terrain, with several rises and 
depressions, and is ’oddly-shaped’. This means there is limited, or no vision 
afforded to all areas within it, which means off-lead dogs will be easily and often 
out of sight to owners.  
3. VRP has an extensive non-grassed 'garden area' along its western side. 
This garden area needs to be protected from free-roaming dogs who will quickly 
destroy the existing ground vegetation.  
4. Alongside the garden area to the west of VRP is an adjoining footpath 
which currently allows safe access to the playground from the south and 
provides a safe off-road pedestrian connector between Watkins St and Bolton 
Place. There is also an extension of this footpath to the north-east which 
provides access to a cluster of homes off Edmunds St. These pedestrian 
pathways need to be protected from free-roaming and out-of-control dogs, (not 
to mention dog-poo on the paths), so that they can continue to be used safely 
by pedestrians /park users without dogs. 
5. VRP has a safe children's playground (with a sandy base) at its northern 
end. This playground needs to be protected from off-lead dogs who will quickly 
destroy it and terrorise those using it. 
6. There are many homes adjoining VRP. While most have fences there are 
significant gaps underneath many of these. It’s likely dogs (and balls) will end 
up in various backyards. There is also an unfenced path leading into the group 
pf houses to the west. How will this be protected from wandering dogs? 
 
In summary, there are many many issues and conflicts with what is proposed. 
There is room at Stevens Reserve, Fremantle Park and VRP to provide purpose 
built, fully enclosed, best practice dog facilities as are being successfully 
installed by many other Councils in Perth. 
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Q15 (Provide reasons for this level of opposition or support in the 
previous question)  
I'm undecided on the impacts/benefits 
comment 

I listed these on the previous page?  
Parking on Bolton 
No proposed fence to Bolton Place 
Stray dogs on Bolton  
The park it too small and has limited accessibility. There are so few off leash 
areas in this suburb which means there are more people not be responsible dog 
owners in other parks. I would feel unsafe walking my dog in the early morning 
or evening in that park 
I won’t use it  
Better area for dogs if enclosed properly. No conflict with sports or 
groundskeeper.  
RESIDENTS NEED MORE SPACES TO WALK THEIR DOGS, MEET NEW 
NEIGHBOURS AND IMPROVE THEIR HEALTH. 
I probably wouldn't use it very often. It looks too small for my dog to get a good 
run 
I am unlikely to use this reserve as it looks too small for my dog who needs to 
run. I will simply emit more carbon by having to drive to somewhere like Burke 
drive or cy oconnor beach on weekends because everywhere else is too small/ 
crowded/has sport on. 
The Evan Davies reser further up Watkins Street caters to a greater catchement 
area, has a dog bin and water bowl could easily be added. It woud only need 
one or two added seats at the southern end. Excellent sighting for dog owners 
It would be great to have somewhere to run your dog off lead when stevens 
reserve  has sports on. I live around the corner and can’t always get to the 
beach if there’s sports on and with a one year old we need somewhere close to 
exercise our well behaved dog 
More places to exercise my dog  
I believe the gates at Stevens Reserve should be fixed with gates that are not 
Chicane gates. This is a park for dogs off leash and it is disappointing that the 
City of Fremantle is keen to put our much loved pets at risk. Suggesting that we 
use Virginia Ryan Park instead is a poor alternative. It is quite sloping and many 
elderly people will be unable to walk their dogs there and it's too small for large 
dogs to run. 
Ample exercise areas for dogs is important in a world with increasingly small 
gardens and is better for the dogs health and well-being. It is also likely that 
this is already used as an off lead area by some dog owners.  
Need to ensure children's play area is separated from dog exercise area 

sporting clubs and walkers deserve to have a dog free area on Stevens Reserve 
and hopefully less dog poo on the reserve. Having dogs off leads on Virginia 
Ryan Park is a sensible and logical idea for all dog owners and non dog owners. 
We need another area for the smaller dogs.  
Please see previous comments provided in Q12. 
Please see previous comments provided in Q12. 
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I think this would be an ideal place,  just  for small dogs. I would use it in 
preference to Stevens Reserve. 
Because we need more off lead dog areas that are enclosed. It creates a safe 
area for dogs to play.  
Virginia Ryan does not have the space to exercise dogs. 

Do not want Virginia park used as a way to stop dog use of Stevens Reserve. It 
is not of the same quality. I would not use it. 
Dogs keep people healthy..off lead options respond to demand. An example of 
demand is any Monday morning when all the dog poo bags have been used on 
the weekend. Make a note to replace dog poo bags on Monday morning. 
They will be Dog shit everywhere. 
This park should remain as is. 
People will just flock here to take their dogs to the toilet and the park will stink 
and be littered with dog poo like horrilong park. 
 
Not Everyone likes dogs and dog shit. I don’t. 
I have done tai chi in this park and it is peaceful. 
Another dog park in the area would  ne great  

It’s essential to maintain POS. Not everyone has a dog and it’s nice to be able to 
go to a park where dog attendance is not encouraged 
We require POS without encouraging dog attendance 

More off lead areas are needed 

Virginia Ryan Park is a neighbourhood park, with a popular children’s play area. 
This facility is well used by local residents with very young children. Introducing 
a dog exercise area is going to cause stress to these young children. How long 
will it be before a child is bitten?  
 
Dogs off the leash will mean that it is no longer possible for residents to walk in 
the park without fear of harassment or even attack from dogs.  
 
Virginia Ryan Park is set in a high density residential area, dogs and their 
owners are noisy. Dogs barking and owners shouting are not going to be 
appreciated by the local rate payers at all hours of the day and potentially night. 
 
Virginia Ryan Park is a small park, a fraction of the size of the Stevens Reserve, 
how many dogs do you propose to limit in number, for exercising in such a small 
space. The idea that this is a suitable alternative is ludicrous. 
 
 
The proposal indicates that a fence will be erected at the southern, Watkins 
Road side of the park but not at the northern end at Bolton Place, where the 
children’s play area is located. The play area will now be exposed to all the dogs 
off their leashes. This is potentially very dangerous. Dogs off the leash will now 
be free to run into Bolton Place, on to private residences, foul the lawns and 
possibly harass residents in their own gardens. 
 
 
There is an entrance to Virginia Ryan Park between 13 & 15 Bolton Place, 
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parking in the Place is already overcrowded and congested. The use of the park 
by more dog walkers ( not all walk to the venues) will cause the residents great 
inconvenience and is a possible flash point. 

We need more dog exercise areas. 

We need more dog exercise areas 

It will be dangerous vecause there are so many untrained dogs and irresponsible 
owners already! Fremantle rangers to not manage and prosecute.  
I would use this park when Stevens has sport on. Also if there were dogs for my 
dog to play with it I would use it anytime. My dog doesn’t need a huge area to 
run on…unlike some dogs.  
There are lots of on lead walking areas around this area but off lead is important 
too and this is a good sized neighbourhood park to offer this. Hopefully it will 
also discourage those who still go offlead in Booyembarra Park by offering 
another offlead option close by. It could also take some pressure off peak times 
at Stevens Reserve, reducing potential dog conflicts when it’s crowded. Nice to 
have the option to off lead, close to home, without having to go to the beach. 
I’ve tried to exercise my dogs in this park. It presents many challenges including 
uneven ground, large drain in the centre and stakes/pipes along fence lines. 
Dogs on either side of park bark aggressively when they sense dogs are in the 
park.  
 
My dog was injured in the park and required more than 20 stitches on chest and 
rear leg.  
Decreased excersize area same amount of dogs big problem of dog interaction 
and adverse affects of this, the area is to small for the same amount of dogs as 
usually go to Stevens reserve  
See earlier response to Question 12 for reasons.   
Note that my response to Question 12 assumes that the proposal is 
accompanied by a decrease in facility at Stevens Reserve.  I am not as opposed 
to the proposal if Stevens Reserve is maintained for dog use in its current form. 
people already uses it as a dog exercise area however Stevens Res will remain 
first choice as much larger area 
Why should we give these areas up are we getting more land made available as 
non dog areas. The majority of people don't have dogs so the majority of people 
would be adversely affected look after the majority and dog owners can go for a 
walk around there block with their dog on a lead. 
It is more park like with trees etc rather than going to the Stevens reserve oval. 

Dog off lead areas, walks and parks are critical to people's lives 

Dog owners need a variety of places for dogs to exercise freely, run and play 
and socialise w other dogs, other people and children so that they can safely 
learn to improve obedience and how to behave appropriately in social settings.  
Whilst I support the use of the space for dog exercise it is not a convenient 
location for me so I would be unlikely to use it. I prefer to be able to walk to the 
park rather than have to drive, which is why Stevens Reserve is our preferred 
park for early morning/ before work exercise and afternoon/ after work outings.  
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More opportunities for control of dogs . Dog parks create great community spirit. 
Many people would walk to park . 

I am supportive of all dog recreation areas  

As previously stated Stevens reserve is well used, looked after and loved by so 
many dog owners. You cannot squash that many people and dogs in to a tiny 
parcel of land.  
I believe Stevens reserve is a far more appropriate space for the community to 
be able to exercise there dogs. Virginia Ryan Park is not properly set up and 
does not have the parking space or large enough area to safely support the 
needs of dog owners and others..  
safety is a big concern as is parking. 
Stevens reserve is the best place for a dog exercise area.   

Happy to see another dog park, so long as other dog parks are not closed. 
The more dog areas we have the better for all dogs.  Perhaps one thing that 
could be considered is making one park for small dogs only and one for large.   
* Dogs and owners are aggressive in the parks and footpaths  Teeth bite 
* Stevens Reserve no longer has joggers or birds 
* Dogs and owners leave waste  Dig holes 
* The dogs run uncontrolled 
* Many dog owners own the footpaths 
* Dog owners do not read the signs eg Stevens R. no verge car parking 
                                                              Virginia Ryan Pk use a dog lead 
* Dog data in FCC: more than sufficient number of dog areas 
   23 dog off-leash grassed areas in a small 19km² city for 3500dogs 
* We will be surrounded by dog parks & linked footpaths if Virginia Ryan Pk dog  
   area goes ahead - not safe for leisurely suburban walks. 
* Parks were meant for people to enjoy 
* All dogs everywhere should be on short lead  as in NZ 
* Why do many owners have such big boofy dogs in suburbia 

As previously mentioned it is too smaller area/ not safe on the road for the 
amount of cars or dogs in a very small park/ to crowded for ALL the dogs who 
currently use Stevens Reserve 
Any additional off lead areas would be appreciated but it may not solve the 
problems at Stevens. 
Virginia Ryan is totally unsuitable as an off leash dog park.  

I am in FAVOUR of expanding current dog exercise areas to include Virginia 
Ryan Park IN ADDITION to the maintaining the STATUS QUO and CURRENT 
ARRANGEMENTS at Stevens Reserve 
There is a perfectly great off lead dog/ sporting area at Steven’s reserve that is 
used by many many locals everyday unless there is a sporting event on. It is 
both social for the dogs and the locals living in the area. A great space for all 
locals and those sports people that are local and come from further a field.  
My concern is installing a fence at Stevens Reserve that dogs can wander out of, 
with no gate. 
Please see my previous comments  
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I am a dog owner living on Watkins street, it is important for me to have an 
exercise area for them  
I do not want this to be the first move to exclude offleash dog exercise at 
Steven’s St reserve. There is no adequate parking and Is surrounded by dense 
residential property.  
In my experience, dog exercise areas create social engagement. Also, there 
aren't enough DEAs in the City of Fremantle. 
I think it would be great as an additional dog excercise area, and will increase 
the use of the park. However the increase in noise, parking and excrement smell 
may have a negative effect. 
Completely unsuitable for an off leash dog exercise area - too small, surrounded 
by private residences, uneven surface. A recipe for disaster …  
need more dog exercise areas 

It’s a small confined area, surrounded by houses, with no parking nearby. While 
it might be good having another dog exercise park in the area, this should not 
be at the cost of any of the other options. 
why bother? It is not needed when Stevens Reserve is so close and better 
serves this purpose. 
 
I enjoy the community feel and friendship that is present at Stevens Reserve. I 
also enjoy the larger space.  
Stevens reserve is much larger and can accomodate a lot more people and their 
dogs. It should be allowed to be enjoyed by all and is a safe environment for 
dog owners to exercise their dogs off lead  
People already use the park as a dog exercise area. This proposal is really about 
reducing the amount of dog exercise area by banning dogs from Steven’s 
reserve. This survey is designed to provide support for the council’s position and 
doesn’t ask anything about the present use of Stevens Reserve or if it makes 
sense to change the status of Stevens Reserve — which it in my view it doesn’t. 
It will be a nice park when sport is on at Stevens. However, Stevens is a much 
nicer space and is much larger for our large dog. 
the park is too small to accommodate the amount of dogs coming through as 
well as not providing enough room for a dog to run around  
I have no issue with added dog walking areas, as long as it does not affect our 
ability to use Stevens Reserve. 
I want to be able to use Steven’s Reserve to exert without being jumped on, 
knocked over by dogs and stepping in dog poo.  
I want to be able to use Steven’s reserve to exercise … and love to see all the 
sporting activities … notice no hockey there this year? 
I don't oppose Virginia Ryan Park but I do not want the amenity at Stephen 
Reserve taken away and this as the alternative. 
I believe Davies Reserve at the corner of Watkins and Wood/Amherst Street(s) 
present a much greater opportunity for a specific dog exercise area in White 
Gum Valley. The reserve is a large patch of grass, which currently sits unused 
for any community needs. Although water fountain and gates would need to be 
constructed, it presents an opportunity for dog owners/minders to use a patch 
of land that can be dedicated to them, with not impact to other uses of the 
space. I would highly recommend there be an option to consider this area.  
Smaller area limited parking and close to residents houses.. 
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Reduce burden to stevens reserve and encourage responsible dog ownership 

Please see previous answers 

The Stevens St Reserve is way too busy.  There are too many dogs especially 
morning and late evening.  There are so many dogs that arent trained.  I had a 
hip replacement and have often been jumped on by out of control dogs or 
crashed into.  I also get sick and tired of people not picking up there dog waste.   
Additional space is always welcome for dogs.  Almost every home in area has a 
dog and it may take some of the load from other parks 
VR Park is VERY small and would become problematic if there were too many 
dogs. It cannot accommodate all the dogs from Stevens Reserve by an stretch 
of the imagination. The problems would include a lack of space for energetic 
dogs to run and an increase of negative interaction between dogs. It could act 
well as an overflow from SR. 
additional space and allows locals to continue to use it as they are with some 
added security from traffic 
There are periods of the year where Stevens Reserve is unusable for dog-
owners due to sport occurring majority of days of the week. Having a nearby 
alternative would be very beneficial. Many community connections are made 
between dog owners in these parks, which in recent times has been lost as 
people after having to turn around from Stevens Reserve due to sport have 
started looking at alternative locations, DEA as well as non-off lead areas (but 
still letting the dog off the lead). 
It gives the area a higher community feel. Gets people outside. Better for 
mental health  
I have walked my dogs here before it is not a safe space to do so.  

I’m not against Virginia park but would be unlikely to use in preference for 
Stevens reserve 
I do not want stevens reserve to loose its fences. It would be a danger to dogs 
and children.  
Support - always great to have another Council supported dog park. BUT l worry 
that the Council may, sometime in the future,  remove all access to Stevens 
Reserve and cite Virginia Ryan as the substitute. VR is a great, small size add on 
park but not big enough to be the main dog park in the area. 
It provides a second area to Stevens Reserve. It encourages people to exercise 
themselves and their dogs.  
Area to small for amount of usage (Walk Stevens every day for last 13 years 
with dogs) issues with Stevens is lack of supervision from Council. Dog walkers 
need education. Summer waking starts at 0500 hours and goes thru to 2100 
hours. Have only seen a Ranger once in these 13 years , Lady wife picks up 5 + 
extra dog poos each day. People need to be educated by Ranger presence. Since 
council advertised the park a few years ago and put in play equipment we find 
many folks just stand and let the dogs run out of control with no supervision. 
Pepi complains about holes which are dangerous this needs to be stopped and 
dogs running on pitch . Low voltage electric fence around pitch will solve that 
dogs learn fast , Ranger presence staggered through early mornings and late 
nights can educate dog owners. In our group 20 odd local dog owners,  we walk 
to park and can control our dogs. Forcing us into cars to take dogs elsewhere is 
counter productive and contrary to popular opinion will not save the Barrier Reef 
or stop Floods Droughts Bushfires etc just add to pollution. We already have 
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00's of non Fremantle ratepayers attending sports games in their cars, should 
we increase car usage by making FREMANTLE RATEPAYERS  drive elsewhere to 
exercise their pets  

As a regular dog walker for nearly ten years and use Stevens Reserve almost 
365 days of the year, I totally understand the frustration with holes in the 
ground and dog poos which we regulars also get very frustrated about having to 
pick up by other people's dog's poos, and I certainly understand how Pepe feels 
as he does an amazing job. 
My friends and I always call out people to manage their dogs, and most take it 
on board. 
I don't think the solution is moving us to Virginia Ryan as the park is way too 
small, and in summer, there can be up to 50 people walking their dogs from 
5am in the morning to 9pm in the evening, and hundreds of people walk their 
dogs at Stevens daily, Virginia Ryan could handle the traffic (parking) or the 
people. 
Steven's Reserve is a real community hub; I have a group of 19 people that I 
have met through walking our dogs; our ages range from late 30's to mid 80's; 
we go out socially and thoroughly enjoy each other's company; this is all 
because of our dogs and Steven's Reserve. 
See comment  
Any chance to create more spaces for dogs and their people is a good thing 

It would just give dog owners another option. Freo has a huge dog population 
and strong dog owners community and Stevens Reserve is extremely popular 
and often out of bounds during sporting activities. Another park would be useful.  
I was previously taking my dog there until signs were put up advising dogs on 
leash. It is a lovely park and I was very upset when the signs went up as I used 
to take my baby there as it was a nice quiet park for me to exercise the dog. 
With the "densification" of our communities, we need to recognition that the 
pop'n of dogs is increasing too so we need more exercise areas as a result. 
I wouldn’t use it. The whole appeal of Stephen’s reserve is the space. I drive 
past many smaller dog parks to get to Stephen’s. In my opinion, converting 
Virginia Ryan would be a waste because most Stephen’s Reserve attendees 
won’t use it.  
Good to have another park for dogs, especially as Beaconsfield Primary oval has 
closed for dog exercise.  
Too small a park for dogs exercise  

Moved from Steven Street 

This whole exercise is about the Fremantle Cricket Club and not the residents of 
Fremantle.  
 
Serious questions need to be asked about the Council's admin and its 
relationship to the cricket club. 
I think we need more dog friendly parks especially as the population of dogs 
increases. Gives a good alternative to use when Stevens street has sport or 
training in progress.  
Would be nice to have additional space to walk dogs. 
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No parking, not enough space, no view.  
Overall it would be a massive downgrade. 
Providing that Stevens reserve remains a dog exercise area I don’t have a 
problem with it  
I don't believe that Virgina Ryan Park is suitable as an alternative for Stevens 
Reserve, it isn't big enough to cater for the number of dog users that Steven's 
accommodates. As a dog owner I like to walk around the oval at Stevens to 
exercise myself as well as my dog. The size and shape of VRP does not lend 
itself t to that type of activity. If VRP is an additional dog exercise area then I 
can see some benefits but am still concerned on the impact on residents that 
adjoin the park. 
This will be good and I’m supportive. I will be most supportive if Virginia Park as 
an off-leash dog space is designed thoughtfully and organized with new fencing 
across the park to best balance existing local use which is mostly of the 
playground and pathways to be separated from the off-leash dog area (I 
presume this is the plan) and not just cordoning off the whole park with a few 
new fences at the road entries and left to it’s own devices with dogs free to 
wander across the playground and garden beds and bike path etc. That wouldn’t 
work well at all and there would soon be issues.  
I am afraid of your intentions to change the gates at Stevens St and I need that 
dog exercise area to keep operating as it is … if I could be assured of this I 
would be supportive. I think the reason there are sometimes a lot of dogs there 
is because it is such a great area and the dog walkers culture which we have 
been establishing for 20/30 years is a magnet. I suggest that it be for the use of 
locals only … ratepayers pay to keep the park managed and they 
overwhelmingly want Stevens St to stay as it is. It would be advisable to fence 
Virginia Ryan Park as well but if you want to decrease usage of Stevens St make 
it locals only … we could all get a tag from the council and rangers could check 
it. People using Stevens St have told me that dog owners come from all over 
and that some dog trainers tell people to bring their dogs to Stevens St. We 
need it for local use only. There should also be a ban on troublesome dogs. It 
might be a good idea to fence off the olive tree and grass area of Booyeembarra 
Park - for an off-leash dog exercise area -?make it the same size or bigger than 
Stevens St … that would work. 
Virginia Ryan Park is far too small to be of any use as a dog exercise area.  No 
exercise can be achieved, thus, it defeats this purpose completely. 

We use both Virginia Ryan and Stevens. Stevens is used by hundreds of locals 
and dogs daily and having both parks will certainly ease some of the supposed 
pressures on the oval. Virginia Ryan has a lot more character than Stevens and 
it would be a real shame to see this community park become a bog standard 
dog park. Maintaining the park's community feel and it's role as a connecting 
space for the neighbourhood will be a key priority for the project. 
Families live right on the edge of this park with no buffer. It wd be very noisy for 
them and annoying if they had babies needing sleep.  
I support adding Virginia, but please do NOT remove fencing at stevens. We 
drive from any suburb in freo (renters) to this park because it is SAFE all round, 
spacious and has least neighborhood disturbances for people.  
It would provide another off lead option for when Stevens Reserve is being 
utilised for sports but it is not as big as Stevens therefore dogs and owners have 
less space to spread out 
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Always useful to have a secure venue for dogs  

Stevens Reserve has been the central cog in building a friendly, engaged 
community of dog walkers. Owners have always been respectful, courteous and 
determined to do the right thing by the community. The downgrade to a much 
smaller park will not see the same community spirit that is currently shared. 
I don't live adjacent to the park and would default to the general position of the 
residents who live there 
Spreading out the spaces that people can let their dogs off leash and socialise  
To small  
I am not opposed to the inclusion of Virginia Ryan Park as a dog exercise area, 
but I am unlikely to make much use of it as I like to walk with my dogs to get 
some exercise and not to stand around. Virginia Ryan is too small to get much 
exercise myself. 
The more parks available for multi-purpose usage the more coherent I believe 
our society will become. 
Too small a space  
I already travel a distance to use Stevens reserve as there is a limited number 
of parks for off lead playing  
The park is too small to start with.  My small dog can run around the park in 30 
seconds and then she wants to go whereas at Stevens she gets a good exercise 
and so do I!  So Stevens is a good exercise area for people as well as dogs!   
The only other areas off lead for dogs would be at South Beach and Horrie Long 
Reserve...both of which require a car ride to get there for people who live in the 
vicinity of Stevens Reserve. Virginia Ryan Park has houses very close to 
it...much closer than at Stevens Reserve.   
I am happy for there to be more spaces available for dogs and owners to 
exercise - I think this will be a welcome option for many locals during the cricket 
season. however, I would not personally use this park as it is not convenient for 
me. In the summer months I prefer to take the dog to the beach and mainly use 
Stevens Reserve for other 8 months of the year, when no cricket matches are 
played. I would consider it a very lamentable waste of a community asset to 
create a situation where the local community are sidelined for 12months of the 
year in order to favour one minority group who use the park for less than 
6months of the year. The 'issues of shared use' are not solely down to dogs and 
dog owners, (I do find it unacceptable that some owners fail to pick up their dog 
poo - but this is an issue that is not specific to Stevens Reserve),  many 
incidents of damage to the grounds / pitch come from other sources, and in fact 
the dogs walkers provide excellent passive surveillance and may well prevent 
other incidents of anti social behaviour.  
It is WAY too small and receives very little sunshine. It would be cold & damp in 
winter - if not all year round. It is not a park I would EVER use.  
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It is not suitable - houses share fences with the parkland, the children’s play 
area can be accessed by dogs and these may toilet in there (I am sure cats 
already do), very limited parking, gradient and slope of park, insufficiently sized 
park for dog and human exercising and sloping gradients.  
 
I do think that the addition of this park as a designated off-lead dog exercise is 
the first step to prohibiting the current shared access of Stevens reserve.  
 
I do not agree with the re-fashioning of the gates. Interesting that the Council 
has concerns over a cricket or hockey ball being hit by a car but not a dog or 
child. No matter how much control you have over your dog or child a slight 
distraction, a cat, scooter etc can send a dog chasing and out the gap. Similarly, 
children are quick and can run quickly away from a parent. This is why many 
playgrounds are fenced - it makes for a more relaxing experience for all.  
As expressed above, creating a larger problem to alleviate a lesser one which 
could be mitigated by other measures such as for example more encouragement 
of responsible dog management including cleaning up, paying attention, some 
internal temporary barriers, dog-owners acknowledging the privilege of co-using 
the sports ground (primary purpose) for dog exercise 
As long as Stevens reserve is still available then I am neither opposed or 
supportive.  
I think it would be good to have an option that takes pressure off the WGV PS 
oval as an alternative to Stevens Reserve for dog exercise. But I don't think it's 
a good alternative to Stevens, which could be easily made more amenable to 
the multiple uses it supports. 
10 
I want more dog friendly areas without having to necessarily remove safe dog 
area from Stevens reserve 
Very little benefit from the changes 
Provides a place to take my dog off leash when sport is occurring on Stevens St 
Reserve. 
The area is too small  
Children's playground -not safe with young children in such a small area with 
dogs/puppies. It would need to be fenced.  
We need a fenced area  
In the event that it is considered the alternative to Steven's reserve, it's just not 
big enough. 
Comments in question 10 
As above. The City just wants to shut down the complaints from the sports clubs 
and is doing that at the expense of hundreds of dog owners who use Stevens. 
The Council Officers are clearly on the side of the clubs. Where is the Council 
Officer promoting exercise, health, well-being and community through dog 
exercise. I REALLY object to the removal of the gates at Stevens. The statement 
that this is to "encourage responsible dog ownership" implies all dogs must have 
perfect off-lead recall for their owners to be responsible! Even the best trained 
dog can get spooked and bolt off through the now open gate into the road. 
Prioritising a ball not rolling out but a dog running into the road and being hit is 
OK?! Would it be different if that was a kid who also happens to run away and 
out the gate into the Road? You've totally lost perspective over a few complaints 
about dog poo from the clubs.  
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See no point in establishing this facility, it will not solve any of the problems, 
cost money to establish then the maintain. People are the problem 
I am supportive of dog owners being able to visit VR Park on a small scale. 
However, I am strongly against changing any accessibility for dog owners to 
Stevens Reserve. 
Small area 

I am in support of this proposal but not at the expense of excluding dog owners 
of the ability to exercise their dogs at Stevens Reserve 
It would be far better to spend the budget on trying to solve the problems at 
Steven's reserve rather than impose a new problem at Virginia Ryan Park and 
its local residents.  The reason Steven's reserve is so popular with dog walkers 
is: 1) size of area, 2) Available parking, 3) no adjoining residential houses, 4) 
existing excellent dog training facilities, 5) safety for dogs being off lead.  These 
are not replaced by making Virginia Ryan park off lead for dogs.  Yes there are 
some problems with a minority of dog owners not picking up poo, not keeping 
dogs on lead during sporting events and practice sessions, for leaving sticks on 
the grass causing trouble with mowing, and for allowing dogs to dig the turf or 
go across the pitch areas.  These problems are not likely to go away unless dog 
walking is completely banned on Steven's reserve.  Lets spend the $ on trying to 
reduce or solve these problems at Steven's Reserve.  What about CCTV cameras 
with follow up on repeat offenders? Perhaps replacing gates with chicanes is a 
good idea (not sure as there are dog safety issues and the possibility of drivers 
hitting dogs who run off the reserve) but then perhaps fence in the triangle area 
of long grass where the dog training equipment is installed with a closing gate, 
can we establish a community group of "Volunteer Dog Rangers" to help educate 
dog owners of the problems and how to be a responsible dog owner and maybe 
hand out information brochures or something? 
As a Fremantle resident who pays rates one of the best things about the suburb 
is enjoying stevens reserve. It is grossly unfair that a cricket club that is likely 
made up of players from outside the rate paying boundaries of the suburb 
dictate where I should be allowed to walk my dog.  
It doesn't effect my either way I am very opposed to fences being removed from 
Steve's reserve as I have been taking my dog there every morning for 18 
months. 
As mentioned, the park is useless as a dog exercise area.  If it is designated as 
such, what does Council intend to do with the playground there.  Very 
incompatible to have dogs off lead and small children in this park.  It is noted 
that this playground is for very small children.  If playground is left in place, 
dogs, particularly large ones, could scare small children.  Not very compatible at 
all. 
As long as Stevens reserve available too - there are simple solutions for Stevens 
that Council is ignoring that would facilitate joint use - you have been captured 
by the cricket club and won’t explore sensible solutions on the reserve - this is 
very irritating  
Keep stevensons reserve as is. I am a member of cricket / football clubs and still 
believe the reserve is very rare and currently has great benefits for the ENTIRE 
community. Changing this will ruin the culture that has been created.  
The park is way too small, keep current oval 
Stevens Reserve is a brilliant, large and safe space for dogs to exercise! 
It’s fine but it shouldn’t be at the loss of Steven’s Reserve  
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Stevens st park is a much bigger and more functional dog park and should not 
be altered 
This would only ok if Stevens Street Reserve was kept as a dog exercise area. 
As per my previous response: 
- Virginia Ryan park is too small - not flat 
- shares fences with houses 
- would be too noisy for neighbours 
- parking would be an issue 
- a lovely grassed area would be lost to dogs. 
Need more fenced dog areas  
Pls see previous answer.  VRP is just not appropriate from any point of view. 
i support more spaces being dog friendly, but too many dogs in this park could 
lead to issues as the park is quite small. 
I am suspicious that these are the first steps to banning dogs from using 
Stevens Reserve forever. 
I am supportive of any additional dog exercise areas but am suspicious that this 
is the first step towards banning dogs from Stevens reserve. I also feel that the 
parking to access the area is going to be a problem to the local neighbourhood 
For the reasons listed in Potential Challenges I oppose the proposal to include 
Virginia Ryan Park as a dog exercise area;  it is the wrong space to be included 
in the Dog Exercise and Prohibited Areas policy  
Virginia Ryan  Park  size does not lend itself as a off leash dog exercise area 
.Not Sufficient off road parking. Too close to existing residential housing which 
may be of a concern to residents in the early morning.  
We don't have enough exercise areas for the amount of people who have dogs 
in Fremantle area 
We have a dog and kids. I have had some scary experiences with irresponsible 
dog owners at Steven’s Reserve where large dogs have jumped on me and my 
4yo while we kick a ball on the oval, no owner in sight. Our small dog had also 
been attacked at a city of Freo offlead area. I no longer feel comfortable visiting 
Steven’s reserve alone with my children.. We love visiting local play areas, more 
so from next month when I have a newborn. Needs to be a local park and play 
area I can choose to go to without risks associated with offlead dogs. The same 
poorly behaved dogs who frequent Steven’s (many who arrive by car not on 
foot) would be located in the last play equipment area designated as dog on 
lead in our neighbourhood if this proposal occurs. 
No parking 
Owners of the dogs that frequent stevens reserve let the dogs go wild 
Little children play in that park as safe 
I have a old dog and let him play there as at stevens reserve he was attacked 
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I have significant concerns regarding adverse impact to surrounding residents 
from the conversion of Virginia Ryan Park to an off lead area. While it would be 
good to have an alternate off lead exercise area to that of Steven’s Reserve 
whilst sporting activities are underway, it should not be at a compromise to dog 
walker’s safety. Virginia Ryan Park is not a safe area, even if pedestrian traffic 
were to increase. 
Car traffic and parking along Bolton and Kellow would risk lives of children and 
dogs. These streets are too narrow for cars to park along, there are no paths for 
pedestrians to walk, and the visibility around corners and past verges is 
frequently insufficient. Increasing car traffic to these streets is dangerous and 
will lead to fatality. 
Watkins receives a reasonable amount of car traffic currently. Increased traffic 
from vehicles looking to park near Virginia Ryan to exercise their dogs will 
impair the use of this road, frustrate residents by potentially blocking their 
driveway access, and increase risk to people crossing the road to access the 
park. Given the volume of dogs being exercised at Stevens’s Reserve, there are 
insufficient car parking spaces to safely accommodate them all if Virginia Ryan 
Park was to become an alternative dog exercise area. 
Virginia park is tiny. There is hardly any room to have 1 dog - let alone several.  
Helps with the load of dogs visiting Steven’s Reserve 
Steven reserve should be the only dog park  
I am a rate payer who is entitled to use this park for exercise with my dog. It’s 
currently an awesome social spot for everyone.  
Dog parks are great for the community. Encourage socialising, more people in 
the park.  
It maybe ok for small dogs but anyone with a dog that needs a good run and be 
able to throw a ball there isn't enough space. 
More dog options means fewer dogs all in one place so less dog-on-dog attacks. 
More exercise areas for dogs are needed in the area  
This is a great proposal.  
- Reduce animal neglect and cruelty e.g. dogs left alone and kept inside all day 
not able to get outside or exercise  
- Better socialized dogs  
- somewhere other than Stevens to go: Stevens has sport often and mowers 
and the employees seem to hate having dogs there 
- Stevens has become too congested and beaconsfield school 
Dog park shut down  
Opening this park up as an extra dog park will help alleviate some pressure on 
stevens. However it is far to small to replace this park. 
Any public space is good and important to maintain a caring, connected and 
peacefull community. 
I believe it could be nice, but only if stevens can remain a dog park as well 
because Virginia Ryan Park is much smaller. 
See my comments two questions back 
I am supportive of the need to have more dog exercise areas. We have already 
lost the Beaconsfield P.S oval. 
I do remain concerned for the residents on the perimeter of Virginia Ryan Park. 
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I live right next to the park my side fence and living area is right next to the 
park.  It is a pleasure to hear family's with small children playing in the park. It 
is also a pleasure to see a small number of residents with small dogs using the 
area respectfully. If the park is turned into a area partitioned off for dogs larger 
and more dogs will be exercised in the area causing grass to not grow as I have 
witnessed at other cornered off dog areas. 
I think that as rate payers we should continue to be entitled to use the Stevens 
reserve with or without dogs and given the popularity of the park and provided  
respect for the sporting clubs given there is no reason we can’t continue as we 
are at Stevens Reserve 
To give an alternative to Steven’s Reserve during sporting activities 
I am not a dog owner. I object to public space being given to dog owners. who 
have a poor record of controlling their pets and picking up after them.  
Dog owner 
As a solution to the pressures on Stevens Reserve I do not feel that the 
proposed changes to Virginia Ryan Park will have the intended effect.   
Very useful for families with dogs that need enclosed setting 
I would support inclusion of Virginia Ryan as a dog exercise area only if it is in 
addition to the existing dog exercise area at Stevens Reserve with Stevens 
Reserve maintaining it's status quo and current arrangements (remains fenced 
etc).  
I would support inclusion of Virginia Ryan as a dog exercise area only if it is in 
addition to the existing dog exercise area at Stevens Reserve with Stevens 
Reserve maintaining it's status quo and current arrangements (remains fenced 
etc).  
too small 
As noted question 12, size (10th of size of Stevens Reserve), uneven ground 
and lack of open area does not lend itself for an adequate dog exercise park, 
especially for larger breed or more active breeds. This location is also little more 
tucked away, in winter months when it gets darker much earlier, I would not 
feel safe to use this park. Steven's Reserve is on an active path and visible to 
surrounding residential community. I always feel more save using this space to 
walk my dog after working hours.  
If it is unfenced then I will never use it as an off leash area.  I have a Basenji - a 
sight hound that can NOT be safely exercised off leash in an unfenced area. 
Reasons given in previous answers to this objectionable proposal; and it raises 
the question of why dog owners are to be relocated from Stevens Reserve which 
is much larger, level and more accessible and it is noted that open space 
belongs to everyone. 
Only in addition to Stevens reserve and with boundary fencing for safety  
You can never have too many safe areas to exercise your dog 
It removes the safe access for children, surely children are more important than 
dogs  
Nice option, although a bit small for large dogs / increased numbers.  
The more dog parks the better 
If this additional to stevens reserve… I support an EXTRA dog park 
As a solution to the pressure on Stevens, this is not a good alternative. Its an 
adequate additional resource for smaller dogs but shouldn’t be developed at the 
expense of a gated Stevens Reserve.  
This is a sham survey 
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Having a smaller park in addition to the large area provided by Steven's Reserve 
would mean that dog owners who are developing recall with their dogs would be 
able to work in a more restricted space. However, the ground within Virginia 
Ryan Park slopes quite steeply and therefore poses accessibility challenges for 
some dog owners. There are also large storm drains within the park which are 
hazardous to both dogs and people using the space. These would need to be 
resolved before this is a safe space for dogs to run freely and for users with 
visual impairment and mobility issues. 
The park is small and cannot cater for an increased number of dogs.  Safety to 
children that frequently visit the park with their families.  Noise levels from dogs 
barking, fighting, not being monitored by their owners.  Dog poo left 
unattended!  Owners distracted whilst talking and not being responsible for their 
canine.  Bolton and Kellow Place are small narrow streets and there is no extra 
room for the general public to park its already restricted for residents to find 
space.  Increased traffic on this space will deteriorate the grounds exponentially.  
The shrubs & trees will be damaged.  Its a delicate situation as we have a family 
of owls that nest in the these trees and they prefer solace.  The increased 
activities will scare them away. 
I always thought it was a dog off lead area, but I don't think the use should be 
intensified. The park is too small and too close to houses to intensify dog use   
Stevens Reserve when used as a sporting facility means that no dog owners can 
use which is such a shame. Would be ideal to have a back up space close by for 
when this occurs.  
It would provide a closely located alternate  given the seasonal use of Stevens 
Reserve for cricket practise and games.  VRP is small in comparison to Stevens 
Reserve and not as open, so not as good for people running/exercising with 
their dogs and for people/dogs to see and avoid boisterous gatherings. 
It is a much smaller area and does not appear to have a fence on the northern 
side. 
As above 
Too small, no parking, too dark offensive to nearby residents  
This is not a big enough reserve for this. You would be moving the problems not 
fixing them. Fence off eastern side so dogs can be separated when sports are on 
I am in support of the City of Fremantle providing dog exercise areas generally 
and vouch for the social connections provided in these places (people and dogs), 
however Virginia Park is unlikely to place I will go to given there is no parking 
and limited visibility from the street. These are some of the key features of 
Stevens Reserve. I would not like to see the gates removed from Steven 
Reserve at all of course.  
The area is a delightful oasis in this street with a lovely atmosphere which would 
be lost with the invasion of large dogs and chattering owners. It’s surrounded by 
houses and a playground which is unfenced. BALL THROWING  AND 
RETREIVING WOULD BE DANGEROUS FOR COLLISIONS WITH ADULTS AND 
CHILDREN. I’m a spiritedly 75 year old with an active medium sized dog. I think 
the neighbours would soon feel invaded and the complaints would begin. Parking 
would be an issue. Owners begin arriving at Stevens Reserve at dawn to 
exercise their dogs before work. I can’t think of a way to support this plan.  
Suitable only for small dogs,  Please don’t spoil this small piece of paradise. It’s 
a definite NO from me. 
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The best solution is the status quo. Encouraging people to use a children friendly 
local community park can only have a negative result in the long term. It is a 
choice between satisfying an elitist sports club, or damaging a local community. 
The existing dog exercise areas are unavailable when sporting events or training 
are taking place, limiting the times dogs can be exercised there. Also, The 
existing areas are not fully fenced so dogs are not safely confined to the area 
I sometimes exercise my dog(s) at Virginia Ryan - albeit not in conformance 
with current status of the park. The open nature of entrances on north side and 
to Watkins St means I do have to be especially vigilant my dogs don't abscond. 
Have dog so would use this area all the time 

 

Q16 (Provide any additional comments not already captured in the 
questions above. For example, if you have suggestions for additional 
facilities or different design of works in the park or reserve to be 
carried out as part of any alterations.)  
What about the fencing off Stevens Reserve? 
comment 

Why can't you just create an off leash area within Boo park? 

Steven’s reserve is more suitable for off the lead dog exercise  

Seperate playground area for children. Preventing potential risk and also 
keeping playground equipment free from dog mess. 
Are you going to ask about the changes to Stevens reserve later?  

If you are suggesting changes to Stevens reserve that should also be part of 
the survey.  
We also use the play area at this park, could this be upgraded at all and 
include a gated play area? 
Since moving to Fremantle last year, we have found the dog loving 
community that gather at Stevens Reserve to be a wonderful example of 
community life in Fremantle. The vast majority of people care and respect 
the dual nature of this reserve and abide by those rules. I think it is 
appalling to destroy this strong community by putting dangerous and 
unsuitable gates on its border with two busy roads. There will be dogs killed. 
It is nothing to do with how their owners are managing them. This is an off 
lead area and dogs love the opportunity to run around safely. The busiest 
time for traffic coincides with the busiest time that people are using the park 
for dog exercise- before and after work. 
Would be nice to see some extra agility facilities around Freo, if not here 
then in other off lead areas of the shire. 
Just make sure it is well fenced and please bring back the yellow dog waste 
bags. They are tougher than the useless green ones. A dog drinking area 
would be useful.  
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Please see previous comments provided in Q12. 
 
One last comment on Stevens Reserve. The number of dogs now using the 
area especially at peak times is ridiculous and is clearly causing problems 
and conflicts with sports players and the groundsman. The lack of parking is 
also a problem, with cars parking all over the verges on Stevens, turning it 
into a dust bowl and killing the trees that have been planted there. 
Please see previous comments provided in Q12. 
 
One last comment on Stevens Reserve. The number of dogs now using the 
area especially at peak times is ridiculous and is clearly causing problems 
and conflicts with sports players and the groundsman. The lack of parking is 
also a problem, with cars parking all over the verges on Stevens, turning it 
into a dust bowl and killing the trees that have been planted there. 
Just make sure it is well fenced and please bring back the yellow dog waste 
bags. They are stronger than the useless green ones which tear easily.  

It needs to be a fenced area  

there could be agility training.. social events...  

It would be favourable to have a large fenced in area adjacent to the golf 
course, as this is a large open space, where dogs could be exercised and 
trained  
I would support fenced area adjacent to golf course where dogs could be 
exercised and trained. A small local park is not designed to accommodate 
that 
DO NOT STOP STEVENS RESERVE BEING AN OFF LEAD AREA!!!!  

Dog walkers already use Virginia Ryan Park and Bolton Place as a cut 
through to the Steven’s Reserve area, a good percentage do not have their 
dogs on a leash. 
 
There are new notices in the Virginia Ryan Park stating “ Must keep dogs on 
a leash”. This is not being adhered to and I don’t see any Rangers enforcing 
the policy. Photographic evidence is available to reinforce the point that dog 
walkers let their dogs run free. 
 
Virginia Ryan Park is a cut through for local residents to get to South Street 
and Edmunds Street to access public transport, this will be hampered by 
dogs off the leash. 
Ridiculous suggestion. People have plenty of places to exercise dogs on lead.  
The area at Stevens that is not mowed could also be fenced off so that 
Stevens could remain off lead during sports. That area along with Virginia 
Ryan gives two off lead spaces in cricket season.  
Appreciate that council has taken this initiative to address off lead areas. 
Thanks! 
This is really about the interaction between the sports clubs which the rate 
payers who provide the investment and the costs for Vs the people  who 
walk the dogs on the same facilities  
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I hope that the Council will not remove gates at Stevens Reserve to deter 
dog use.  Even the best trained of dogs will still bolt for an exit if threatened, 
so the current set up (with gates) is highly reassuring for dog owners.  
Furthermore, I see many dog owners training their young puppies on recall 
at Stevens Reserve - yet another reason to maintain them.  Stevens Reserve 
borders a very busy intersection and I believe it would be very short sighted 
and negligent were the Council to remove the gates as it did in its trial last 
year. 
Is too small for larger dogs to run around 

Built in outdoor seating which could be utilised by a coffee van or food van.  
Toilets.  A nice meeting place which would also discourage antisocial 
behaviour. 
Parks that are mixed use provide better socialisation for dogs and their 
owners than parks that are solely for dog exercise. I strongly oppose the 
proposal to remove the gates at Steven Reserve and replace them w a 
chicane style barrier which lets directly onto Steven St. on the crest of a hill, 
whilst this style of barrier may stop an errant ball  from rolling onto the road 
- it will dramatically reduce the safety of the space for both dogs and 
children - both of whom can occasionally act in a spirited or wilful way, 
particularly the young and inexperienced, it only takes a moment to slip 
through the chicane and be hit by a car given the very close proximity to the 
road. The councils claim that this move will 'encourage responsible dog 
ownership' is flawed, as instead it will create a space where the majority of 
people, ratepayers, who walk their dogs there will no longer be able to 
safely do so, not because the dogs are uncontrolled but simply because 
many dogs when caught up in the moment of play can temporarily forget 
the rules, much like children. The dog owners have been very compliant w 
the recent red flag system of no dogs off lead during a sporting match or 
training, and the option to use Virginia Ryan during sporting fixtures instead 
will be welcome. This combined with better temporary protection of the pitch 
between games will be a more generous and suitable solution to the issues 
of shared use and would be more in line with the city's own objectives; 
"Balanced and responsible management of public open space to support the 
recreational and social needs of the community contribute to the City’s 
Health and Wellbeing objectives."  
the creation of Virginia Ryan into a dog park must have zero impact of the 
Stevens Reserve. The rumour that the gates at Stevens may be removed 
and replaced with a chicane style cannot be allowed to happen - the GATES 
MUST REMAIN IN PLACE AT STEVENS RESERVE. The loud voice of the 
minority cricket group cannot prevail over the large number of people who 
use this area daily for both dog and multigenerational recreation, it is a 
valued community asset. The idea that the gates be removed is ridiculous 
and seems to be a childish and petulant act. This is a valued community 
asset as needs to remain as is. 
Keep Stevens reserve dog friendly  

Parks and green spaces belong to everyone.. I don’t believe a private club 
that does not own the land (cricket club) should get special treatment over 
the rest of the community.. if they want to purchase the land then that is 
another story. Otherwise it should remain a place that many people in the 
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community should use and enjoy!!  
Cheers 

I believe that this is not a good use of rate payers' money.  Stevens reserve 
services the community is a place of connection and is safe for dogs and 
families.  It is a huge mistake to be considering changing this use.  the park 
should be for the benefit of the wider community who have amply 
demonstrated their capacity to respectfully coexist with the cricket club.  
Steven's Reserve has been a dog exercise area for decades (that's how long 
I've been using it).  It's a ratepayer funded asset that should not be for the 
sole use of cricket and hockey players.  Removing gates from Steven's 
Reserve is a thoroughly irresponsible idea, putting not just dogs at risk, but 
small children.  It's akin to removing safety barriers from swimming pools, 
or gates from a level crossing.   
More signage at Stevens that reminds people that the park is also used for 
hockey, not just cricket.   
Why Virginia Ryan Pk dog amendments in the FCC budget when not 
approved. 
FCC to spend ( or pay debts) the proposed budget $63000 plus upkeep more 
wisely. 
Please keep the gates on at Stevens Reserve and for use for dog owners. 
There is more mess from patrons after the hockey and cricket than the 
dogs/ This reserve is a great meeting place for people and dogs local to the 
Fremantle area who pay rates/ support the local community/ it is safe for 
dogs and small kids as is enclosed / Stevens Reserve have a dog agility area 
(fence that off when sport is on dogs can use that rather then the full park 
offering) it's bigger and safer and more parking than at Virginia park which 
is not suitable to the proposed alternative. 
I visited a number of off lead parks in the eastern states. Some in urban 
areas were virtually a vacant lot with high fencing, a gate, doggy bags and 
bins. Under utilised land on Beach St could be fenced off for an off lead park. 
Taking the gates off Stevens reserve is ridiculous. A design to stop balls 
rolling out but allowing children and dogs to run into traffic?! The sports 
clubs really have gotten the City on their side haven't they.  
I SUPPORT THE EXPANSION of current dog exercise areas to include Virginia 
Ryan Park IN ADDITION to maintaining the STATUS QUO and CURRENT 
ARRANGEMENTS at Stevens Reserve. 
I SUPPORT THE EXPANSION of Dog Beach at South Beach and Leighton 
Beach, and I SUPPORT making Bathers Beach an on-leash dog exercise area 
for residents during the winter months. 
As a local, I live across the road, it seems that the sports clubs and grounds 
people don’t want the dogs on the field as a minority of people don’t pick up 
after there dogs. I get it and it’s very annoying for all of us, we end up 
picking up after others so as to not offend the clubs!! There are only two 
bins for dog poo, maybe another is needed, maybe more signage is needed 
with fines for those that are non compliant? It would be great if people just 
did the right thing….  Stopping the locals though from using it as an off lead 
dog area is ridiculous and elitist, the ground is used far more often by the 
locals for dogs and exercise and social catch ups than it is for sporting 
events. We do not use the ground when a sporting event is on, maybe it 
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should be a rule? Removing gates is dangerous for dogs and children alike. 
Both Swanbourne and Steven’s are very busy roads. 

I am all for another dog park, just not at the expense of Stevens being a 
safe place for dogs without the risk of running onto the road and being hit 
by a car (there is a hill at the entrance which makes it hard for cars to see 
unexpected dogs on the road). 
We are all rate payers and therefore have a right to share community 
spaces. The cricket club is being elitist and divisive. Especially as they only 
use the facility for a select days in a 6 month period. All the dog owners I 
have seen at Steven’s Reserve are very responsible and delightful to interact 
with (unlike the cricket club members!) visiting Steven’s park is often the 
highlight of my family’s day - please don’t take it away or make it unsafe for 
our dogs and children    
It is important the dog exercise parks are fully fenced in - to prevent road 
accidents and runaways. This is the best part about stevens street and the 
most important aspect in my opinion. 
It would be an obvious idea to also fence off the existing dog excercise area 
at Steven’s reserve to be used during sports events and training where dogs 
will not disrupt activities and there would be plenty of space and already has 
facilities. That way it would always be a dual use facility: 
As a Fremantle ratepayer of 17 years and responsible dog owner of many 
years, I would like to find a way of the cricket club and dog owners 
continuing to co-exist at Stevens Reserve. Perhaps this could involve 
establishing a joint committee with representatives from both parties, to 
problem-solve any current difficulties identified and to ensure ongoing open 
communication between dog walkers and cricket club members.  
We support the continued use of Stevens Reserve as a shared public space 
and off-leash dog exercise area when there is no sporting events.  It is a 
large open space, dogs and people can exercise safely.  It is easy to 
separate dogs and move to a quieter area if required.  Stevens Reserve is 
well appreciated and respected by most dog owners who use it.  Happy with 
either retention of gates or chicane style opening.  We are much less likely 
to use Virginia Ryan Park - too small to walk around with the dog and not 
really suitable when there are energetic zealous dogs present (cannot move 
to a quieter zone). 
Removing gates to Stephens Reserve makes no sense to me for both the 
safety of dogs, children and the general public. In my experience, dog 
owners are incredibly responsible at the park and generally also look out for 
each other’s dogs. Removal of fences would serve no benefit, but actually 
pose potential harm to the general public with the potential for both dogs 
and humans to run out on the road in front of cars. The volume of dogs in 
this neighborhood is HUGE - on any given night there would be over 50 dogs 
down at Stephens Reserve, with families, couples, elderly people all sharing 
the space happily. These are local rate payers who deserve to have this 
space to safely enjoy. You take away the security of Stephens Reserve as a 
dog exercise area, you will probably find more people taking their dogs off 
leash at places like Booyembara park as well which I could see becoming a 
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serious issue. The small dog exercise area would be great - but not at the 
cost of Stephens Reserve.  

DO NOT remove the gates on Stevens Reserve...... This is a safety 
consideration for dogs and for adults with its and children to watch at the 
same time. 
I would like assurance that Stevens Reserve will remain open to the 
residents of Fremantle and their dogs. 
> Much of the time there is no sporting activity occurring at Stevens reserve 
and as such it is a great place for people to socialise their dogs. The number 
of people that gather at SR in the evenings would overwhelm VR park. It is a 
huge area that doesn’t belong to the sporting club and should be shared for 
a number of public uses, including off lead dog exercise. There is not a good 
argument from sporting clubs to force dogs from a community owned space 
to the much smaller and less open VR park.  
>The gates provide security against dogs running onto the road and should 
not be removed. 
>The park will be used by dog owners anyway which will put the local 
community at odds with the shire. Local dog owners will not accept rangers 
trying to fine them for gathering with their dogs in a community space — 
where they have for a long time — that is mostly unoccupied by sporting 
clubs. 
 
Please reconsider this proposal. It does not align with community sentiment 
or needs. 
I am in favour of Virginia Ryan Park being used as an ADDITIONAL dog 
exercise area but I am strongly against the gates being removed and 
changed to a chicane type entry at Stevens Reserve  
I hope that this is not a move to remove stevens reserve as a dog facility. In 
my view there are more people that use Stevens as a dog park than as a 
sporting ground. 
N/A 
Stevens Reserve should always remain a dog walking area. There is strong 
community around this park. The dogs do relatively little damage to the  
playing areas. there is a strong resolve from 99% of dog walkers to respect 
the park and Peppy's work. It is rare to see Dog faeces on the grounds.  
Playground at Virginia Ryan would need to be enclosed  
Suggestions for the reserve are great.  The dog jumps etc could be moved 
to Virginia Ryan. Kids sandpit and swings would need to be fenced.  
Please allow us to keep Stephen Reserve for exercising our dogs its a 
valuable amenity that will be very missed.  
I strongly urge FCC to continue to limit the dog beach areas and the enforce 
these limits. There are already very generous areas set aside for dog use. 
It’s really important that everyone- not just dog owners - has the chance to 
use our beaches.  
You should look at the bark park in Byford.  this is an amazing place and I 
love it.  Really great for splitting up the groups of dogs so there are less 
issues.   
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Viriginia Ryan park isn't a park which would replace likes of Stevens as it is 
not big enough.  The safety of dogs and their owners is something that may 
need further thought (lighting / ranger visits to deal with angry residents).  
The park is already used by those around it and its unlikely to get a big 
uptake in visits 
 
Stevens reserve is the meeting point for the local community.  The lack of 
communication about what is occuring surrounding it is causing a huge 
feeling of distrust within the locals.  Rumours of gates being removed / dogs 
being prohibited and council trying to hide what they are doing are abundant 
and further communication to users of the park would go a long way to help 
remove the distrust that is forming. 
Whilst title of this survey suggests it is about Viriginia Ryan park AND 
improvements to STEVENs there is no mention of what is happening to 
stevens.  Word of mouth has been that gates are coming off and replaced 
with 'staggered openings', whilst this wont affect myself or my dog it will 
likely lead to issues with passing traffic with some animals.  
 
The vast majority of owners appreciate the park at stevens and endeavor to 
help keep it clear and in good condition.  Whilst Sport is taking place dogs 
are kept away and there has been at a good balance for a long time.  The 
groundskeeper is VERY vocal (at times quite aggressively) to some 
dogs/owners who he feels are misusing the area.  The regular local users of 
the park appreciate the space and surface that we have to exercise our pets 
on and make sure that other users do so as well.   
 
The Sports clubs and there groundskeeper wish to exclude the public from 
this community space whilst the non sporting users of this community space 
seek to preserve the existing balance and assist in the upkeep of it. 
Leave stevens reserve as it is.  The gates coming off are not a good idea, 
someone will get hurt.  giving dogs an escape route into traffic is going to 
lead to injured dogs/damage cars and potentially injured people trying to 
stop animals on road. 
 
Improve the parking / resurface the parking lot / clear up the parking 
arrangements around Stevens. 

Not sure if there will be a separate question around this, however changing 
Stevens Reserve gates to chicane would be completely irresponsible of the 
City. This will significantly increase the risk of dogs running out onto a very 
busy road (Stevens St) potentially causing accidents and deaths of pets and 
injuries to drivers/car occupants. Being a DEA during times of no sporting 
activities, people take their dogs there to relax and let the dog roam around 
either playing or sniffing. Sniffing around the fence and greeting other dogs 
when they are entering are some of the main activities of many dogs and 
them walking out can happen in a split moment. Just so that the city does 
not think I'm biased on this view, my dog does neither of those things 
because she's too lazy to leave my side most of the time. I do have a 
problem that if she does find something interesting on the other side of the 
fence, she can walk out, and as she's deaf i might not be able to stop her in 
time. Stevens Reserve is one of the rare places close by where I can take 
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her and let her off the lead. All other places require driving to, which I'm 
sure the City would prefer us not have to do. 

more than one watering station  

I walk through Steven’s reserve twice a day, I don’t have a dog, it is just my 
route to and from work. I see sooo many dogs enjoying this park and never 
any trouble. I hardly ever hear barking and have never seen any fights. 
Walking through the park with all the dogs brings me so much joy as I can’t 
have a dog in my apartment. Please keep the reserve as a dog area if it is at 
all possible with management changes if need be. The grass always seems 
in excellent condition too.  
In favour of keeping Stevens reserve current set up with an enclosed gate to 
continue its use as a dog exercise area outside of sporting event hours  

I support another option for a dog exercise area but not in exchange for 
Stevens st reserve. I do not want this changed or the fences taken down. 
Why can’t the unused space/ bush area  on corner of chalmers / knutsford 
street opposite the new precinct be cleared and used as a dog exercise 
area? Such a waste of space at the moment.  
Better dog bags, they often rip and get stuck in the dispenser creating a 
mess. Most people bring their own bags.  
Ranger Supervision needed at Steven, take off the gates if folks cannot 
control their dogs stands to reason they could be the folks and dogs causing 
the problem 
I personally do not have a problem removing the gates, as I totally believe 
that people should be able to control their dogs, and I see it often (and it is 
frustrating) when a dog steals your dog's ball, and the owner of that dog is 
totally unable to get the dog to come to them or to get their dog to drop the 
ball - they have no control over their dogs at all. 
So really, I am unsure how we train these people (idiots), but as a dedicated 
group who love Stevens Reserve, we are happy to do whatever to stay at 
the reserve. 
16 cars parked today (heavy rain) at Stevens on a fine day more . 16 plus 
cars in Watkins street a residential narrow street ?????? 
The Stevens St Reserve is fabulous and shouldn't be changed.  Victoria Res 
would be a great alternative space as a dog exercise area for when matches 
are going on and they want to avoid the sport, or if people and dogs just 
want a bit of variety. 
Whether you convert Virginia or not, dog-owners will continue to use 
Stephen’s Reserve. Small dog parks do not compare. By removing the 
fencing, you’re making the streets less safe due to the potential for dogs to 
run out on the road. I understand that the sporting clubs are looking for a 
solution, but this just sounds like a waste of money that will create an even 
bigger problem with escaping dogs.  
Poo bags need to be available at all times. Often run out. Yellow ones are 
better than the green ones.  
BBQ, tables and seating, drinking water, bins,  

NA 
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Why are you failing to provide detailed financials with respect to the 
relationship between the community and the cricket club? How much are we 
paying for Stephens Reserve? Who employs the groundsman? What steps 
have you taken to address his anger management issues? 
I like the idea of more seating and fencing on southern side to make it 
puppy safe. It is always a good thing when parks are well utilised and I think 
this plan will enable that to happen. 
 Is it possible to improve the through way to Stevens reserve and link both 
parks better? 
Turn the south eastern section of Stevens into a fenced off dog area to use 
when sport is on 
The council would need to work out a way to provide adequate parking. 
Maybe buying an adjoining reserve bulldozing it and putting in a car park. 
Remove some trees to make the park more open for ball use  and allow for 
lawns to grow properly,so they can be managed with a even safe surface for 
the dogs to run on. 
I understand that part of the plan for Stevens Reserve is to remove the 
gates. I would like to know the rationale for this decision. What data have 
you collected to support or confirm that this is required. I am aware that the 
gates were removed previously for a short time. What information did this 
trial provide to support the removal of the gates? 
A lot of dog exercisers using Stevens St feel that this survey has not 
provided them with an opportunity to voice their concerns over changes to 
Stevens St … but as you see I have not been constrained by this but it 
seems others have been. 
I believe I have made my opinions clear on this.  It is a pity that Stevens 
Reserve cannot be shared by the Cricket and Hockey Clubs as they are only 
used on occasions by these two organisations and, as stated, not really at all 
in winter for cricket.   
Reconsider fencing and make VR Park a secondary community park that is 
slightly more dog friendly than currently, rather than an alternative to 
Stevens. There are quite a few people who briefly use VR as an off lead dog 
park and I have never noticed any issues or head of any complaints. The 
park is so unique and is oft used by small children and picnic groups. 
Hopefully it maintains its charm but provides an alternative to Stevens for 
local dog walkers. 
Many people who use Stevens for dog walking and playing with their 
children are ratepayers who support local businesses and work and 
volunteer in Fremantle.  It's unfair that local residents should be prevented 
from using this amenity in favour of sports people , many of whom do not 
live in and support Freo. This is a friendly place and I don't understand why 
dog owners and sports people can't co exist.  Fremantle shd set an example 
of peaceful coexistence.  Perhaps more Doggy bag stations wd help and 
warning signs about picking up after your dog. Virginia Park is too small for 
the dog community who enjoy Stevens. The mental health and well-being of 
residents is at stake here. 
Davies park would be a better alternative than Virginia Ryan.  

Please do not take away the option of an off lead area ie Stevens. Unsure 
how taking off gates encourages responsible dog ownership? Would love an 
explanation of the evidence to support this proposal.  
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Stevens Reserve should remain open to dogs and dog owners.  

I'm opposed to removing the gates at Steven's Reserve for the protection of 
families and their pets using the space, and also minimise the risk of an 
incident with passing traffic. While I understand there are irresponsible dog 
owners who impact other park users, they are the minority and many of us 
regularly intervene when observing these behaviours (ie: tell people if their 
dog has pooed and not realised, remind them to look out for others, etc). 
CoF Rangers could randomly visit the park and engage in a friendly, 
consultative manner with locals while using the park - this presence would 
ensure people are more diligent with controlling and cleaning up after their 
dog. 
Increase dog off leash parks increases community socialisation and spreads 
out the amount of dogs in one space.  
To be effective all parks need proper fencing and facilities  
The survey does not deal with the changes that are proposed to Stevens 
Reserve. There appears to have been a concerted campaign over a number 
of years to stop Stevens Reserve being used as a dog exercise area. While I 
understand that it is not part of the proposal to prevent dog use of the 
Reserve I am concerned that these changes may ultimately be directed to 
that end. Stevens Reserve is a popular community resource that is well used 
by local rate payers. The vast majority of the people who use the resource 
do so responsibly. I acknowledge that there are some dog management 
issues but I believe these are exaggerated by the Fremantle Cricket Club 
who are clearly opposed to dogs being allowed on the reserve. I do not think 
that the proposed gate removal will improve dog management and is likely 
increase risks to dogs and children who use the reserve.  
Stevens Reserve is a fantastic local very social amenity in many ways.  It is 
not just a dog exercise area but a place for dog owners to meet and make 
friends and catch up with others who are exercising their dogs.  It is very 
well used as a dog exercise area currently and if dogs were no longer 
allowed, the area would be empty and unused for most of the time.  The 
cricket club only plays matches in summer and I have never actually seen 
the hockey club play although I understand they do.  I believe they train 
elsewhere according to a club member who I spoke with at Stevens once 
who was actually also exercising her dog there!   

Why are there no questions in this survey relating directly to the proposed 
changes to Stevens Reserve? I am very unhappy about the proposal to 
remove the gates at Stevens Reserve - far from being a way to 'encourage 
responsible dog ownership' this will be a negative action for the many, many 
people, (voters and rate payers), who walk their dogs here. There is a 
strong community and social aspect to the Stevens Reserve dog walkers 
who use the park 12 months of the year, unlike the cricket club, and who 
use it at different times of the day; early morning, late afternoon / evening, 
so that it's value as a community asset is realised. If the council remove the 
gates, and by default the majority of the the dog walkers, the park will 
become the elite play ground of the (white male? - someone should do a 
survey), sporting clubs and will no longer serve the wider community. The 
solution to issues arising from 'shared use' should be sought in better 
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management of the resource - such as better temporary protection of the 
pitch between cricket matches, along with the very successful 'red flag - no 
dogs off lead for training / matches' - this would be a far more measured 
and equitable approach to the issue, that balances the needs of all users 
rather than the few. 

As I said I am a dog owner and a rate payer of some 35+ years. I have paid 
my rates faithfully for years and as a rate payer it is an outrage to me that 
there would be ANY disruption or change in my ability to use Steven’s 
Reserve as an exercise area for myself and my pet. There should be NO 
changes to the Reserve and fences should be maintained for both dog 
owners and there pets. At 69 years old my pet is very important to my 
health and welfare. How dare the Fremantle Council even consider this or 
any action to change my access to a park I use daily.  Steven’s Reserve 
should be a multi-purpose area for sport and other activities.  
Davies reserve, bounded by Amherst, Wood and Watkins St … if reticulated, 
proper grass and fully fenced, pull off parking provided could also be an 
ADDITIONAL more suitable and accessible off-lead dog exercise area. No 
shared fences and ample space to make parking bays.  
The area at Stevens Reserve with dog agility equipment … could be 
improved and possibly fenced if reticulated, maintained with weed free 
grass, all of the hockey and cricket club gear removed and fenced. Currently 
is inappropriately and unusable due to stuff stored there by the clubs and 
also dogs get covered in grass seeds - which is problematic and often ends 
up in vet visits.  
 
These are viable alternatives but not one is the solution - all are.  
 
The ongoing use of Stevens - which is owned by the ratepayers and 
residents of Fremantle should not be exclusive to members of the cricket or 
hockey clubs.  
 
Dog owners and regular users have sent a letter to the cricket club President 
offering to meet, discuss how we can work this out together and even 
suggested other park uses become social members of the club - therefore 
financially and socially contributing to the club. This was ignored and no 
response was received. This is disappointing and not reflective of the 
community attitude and spirit that many put a lot of effort to create in 
Fremantle. I suggest this should happen again. Everyone needs to come 
with open minds and to understand each other’s concerns, needs and issues.  
This can be resolved and meet all’s needs - it is a beautiful park, should be 
enjoyed by all and I love the sunsets I get to enjoy up there and the social 
camaraderie that is part of walking my dog there.   
The already fenced area at the corner of Amherst and Knutsford streets, 
would be far more suitable as a dog exercise park. 
Stevens Reserve has been a great park to enjoy the local communities; and 
meet special dog friends. It is the only park my dog truly loves and feels at 
home at. 
The storage area at Stevens could be fenced to provide a DEA for dogs that 
will run off without gates, and as an alternative when there is training or a 
game on. It is very underutilised and having to occasionally open a gate to 
get the goal out doesn't seem onerous on the grounds staff.  
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More dog spaces always welcome 
 
Removal of gates at Stevens a bad idea for kids, dogs and sporting 
activities.  
Stevens St Reserve is a fantastic park for dogs due to its size. Virginia Ryan 
Park does not provide a large space for dogs who like to run. I support the 
changes to Virginia Ryan Park but Council must keep Steven St Reserve 
available for off leash dog exercise. I question the value of removing the 
gates in order to stop balls escaping as balls can go under most of the 
fences. 
The ranger should police the reserve more as I walk there twice a day and 
have never seen him/her. 
My children have played cricket for Fremantle and I understand why they do 
not want dogs I. This area.  
It would be such a shame to not have this area I value it greatly.  
Stevens Reserve is the smallest size area dogs need. Not anything smaller. 

Just saying again Virginia Ryan totally unsuitable dog park... reasons stated 
question 10 
The Council must consider the volume of responses in context. The clubs are 
well organised and will be encouraging their members to respond. Dog 
owners don't have a structure to support or encourage individuals to 
respond.  
I suggest signs be put up asking people to keep their phone in the pocket 
while walking the dog, people on the phone is a big problem, they are not 
paying any attention to what their dog is up to. I would like to know why the 
council is jumping through hoops for the ground keeper and the cricket club. 
The council installed the dog play area, then put it on social media 
advertising it as a "dog park" more people started using the park, what did 
they expect? So now council intends to spread the problem to another park, 
not sound thinking in my opinion . 
I think that one thig to consider is asking the Question: How does Fremantle 
Council get maximum public benefit from its public amenities?  I have been 
using Steven's reserve for dog walking for more than 20 years.  I know the 
problems, I chat all the time with Pepe the grounds keeper and I feel his 
pain as well as understand the Cricket and Hocky clubs concerns.  
Incidentally, there are almost always family members, team members and 
spectators of cricket and hocky events with dogs.  From a simple point of 
utilization of the public amenity there would be at least 100 people per day 
use Steven's reserve for dog walking (maybe more), 356 days a year and at 
all hours of the day and night.  The number of days that there is either a 
cricket or hocky match or training, is actually quite small.  Please, lets try to 
be clever and solve the relatively minor problems rather than lose this 
incredible amenity for so many people. 
I am strongly in support of maintaining Stevens Reserve as a dog exercise 
area. Because of its size, the reserve is minimally impacted by the presence 
of dogs. I understand that it supports the playing of first class cricket, 
which, as a long term cricket player, I love to see. However, a  weekend 
may see 44 cricket players take to the field, whereas many, many dog 
lovers make good use of the park. These dog owners are not just exercising 
their dogs. They are getting excellent exercise themselves. Many are 
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benefitting greatly from the social interaction with other owners, which, I 
know, has wonderful mental health benefits. It is a beautiful open space, 
with glimpses of the sea through the spectacular Norfolk pines. It is a 
location that is truly good for one's soul. I do not think that Virginia Ryan 
Park could possibly support a large number of dog owners without great 
detriment. It certainly could not provide the same mental health benefits to 
such a large number of people. 
Continue with stevens reserve as dog area. Large, enclosed. More rate 
payers from Fremantle suburb owning dogs than cricket/sport players 
majority of which aren’t locals to Fremantle. Would be devastating if closed 
to dogs 
I am fully aware of the various conversations and "consultations" around 
excluding dogs from Stevens Reserve. In reality, dogs and their owners are 
not the cause of the sporting venues challenges as most owners are 
responsible. If this was the WACA I would have a different opinion, but it 
isn't. 
It is great to have more areas dedicated to dogs, but please do not alter the 
reserve everyone knows if the red flag is up there is sport in progress and 
dogs need to stay on the lead. 
Stevens Reserve is a very valuable reserve for local residents and their 
dogs.  It provides people with exercise and social contact.  Virginia Ryan 
Park will provide absolutely no benefit in terms of exercise for people.  I 
believe people and their dogs would have to locate elsewhere to exercise 
which really just leaves the beach areas and perhaps Horrie Long.  For many 
who use Stevens, this will involve a car ride. 
Fence off the corner of Stevens reserve with the dog play ground and where 
Pepe dumps the grass cuttings  
FENCE OFF THE WICKET - a simple retractable fence should be put around 
both wickets when they are not being used - this is NOT hard to do and 
WILL NOT cause Pepe extra work 
Do NOT take ever away the gates again - this is dangerous for dogs and 
children - if you do this again then you will you will have more than a 
petition to contend with 
Keep Stevens off leash along with Virginia Ryan  
The back of Boo Park should be off leash too 
TALK to the dog owners not just the cricketers in advance of making a 
decision- I pay rates and do not understand why they get favorable 
treatment from Council  
KEEP IT AS IS!  

Nil 
I am not opposed to Virginia Ryan Park being designated a dog exercise 
area, but why is Stevens Street Reserve included in this proposal? You can 
see why the community is suspicious that the long term goal is to close 
Stevens Street Reserve as a dog park with the two issues being linked. This 
would be a very divisive issue if it appeared that the long term plan is to 
close Stevens Street - the amount of people who use the Reserve is 
unbelievable. Certainly more than use it for sport (many of whom would 
come from outside Fremantle - almost all the dog owners would be from 
within Fremantle). The council must clearly state that there is no plan to 
close Stevens Street as a dog exercise area. 
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Davies Reserve makes much more sense: 
- It is already a dog exercise area 
- it has no neighbouring fences 
- it already has a water bowl, bin and poo bags 
- it's not far from Virginia Ryan if location is the concern. 
 
As for the removal of gates at Steven's reserve, this won't discourage people 
from going. It will simply create dangerous situations of dogs or children 
running straight onto the road. Even well behaved dogs follow birds, cats, 
whatever their obsession is. And there are plenty of those in the bushes on 
Steven's St. Drivers would not want to be responsible for hitting dogs or 
children simply because the gates were removed for no good reason. As for 
balls rolling onto the road, not once have I ever seen this happen in the 4 
years I've been going to Steven's reserve. The existing fence doesn't go all 
the way to the ground and balls could still roll under that anyway. Removing 
the gates would do more harm than good. 
You need to look at other nearby alternatives such as at Fremantle Park or 
Horrie Long Park which have a lot of space, with very little dog use now 
(compared to Stevens), lots of parking and could easily have secure, 
dedicated, segregated, fenced off areas with facilities (trees, shade, seats, 
etc) for similar size dogs (ie one area for small dogs only and another area 
for all other dogs). Such parks are being provided by most other Councils in 
Perth.  
i am opposed to the removal of gates at Stevens reserve 
Why the hell should we have move parks, it doesn't make any sense! have 
you guys actually SEEN the Virginia Ryan Park area? It's tiny! 
Virginia Ryan Park is too small to be a real option as a primary dog exercise 
area, but will be ok for overflow. 
My understanding is that Stevens Reserve is a public space, so why should 
one user (sporting club) get preference over other users (dog owners)? How 
is the chicane proposal going to improve things? My daughter  went to the 
Stevens Reserve many times for primary school sports carnivals, even when 
very small- is opening the access with chicanes going to be helpful in 
containing small children? 
Evan Davies Reserve (grassed area between Watkins, Wood, and Amherst 
Streets) would be far more appropriate provided the grass is maintained in a 
better state. Currently there are too many weeds with grass seeds and burrs 
risking injury to animals. This space however, does not have residences 
backing into it, does already have a drink fountain and seating, has a 
children’s play area, has shade, and has sufficient verge parking to not 
adversely impact on the traffic flow and safety of surrounding streets. Along 
with improving the lawn quality, the park would require fencing. It is in a far 
more appropriate location and would require less work to prepare for off 
lead dog exercise use. It would also decant some dogs from using White 
Gum Valley Primary as an exercise area, thereby improving child safety. It 
doesn’t have the dense shade pockets at dusk that Virginia Ryan Park has, 
and even without increased lighting it is safer to attend after dark. 
Totally support Virginia Ryan Park to be a off lead dog exercise area along 
with Steven Reserve. The area is not big enough for it to replace Steven as 
we have people from Coogee coming just for the use of the enclosed 
exercise park 
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It would be great if there was more things for the local children to play on 
and leave the dogs at stevens reserve 
Stevens reserve can be a shared zone leave it as it is… tax payers in 
Fremantle pay for the cricket oval so they are more than welcome to share it 
with the local community  
Virginia Park is not a park I would visit. I am more interested in Stevens 
reserve. If gates are to be replaced maybe the remaining of the fence should 
be consider too which has been impacted in many areas. Also a new wider 
concrete path along Stevens street which currently is old pavers, uneven 
and untouched in decades. Cars usually park along the verge on Stevens 
street to access the oval. The surface should be improved instead of the 
sand/road base currently in place. 
More dog parks in Fremantle are desperately needed 

The fence for virginia Ryan park leading onto Watkins will reduce the feel of 
the park. Currently it beautifully flows into the suburb. Fences are a barrier 
and are best avoided if possible. My suggestion is that stevens remains a 
fenced park and Virginia Ryan as an unfenced park. Updating some of the 
planting and nature play would entice more people here for these facilities if 
they have children and a dog.  
Another idea could be to update the pathways between the two parks to 
encourage people to walk between the two. Where possible make these 
nature walkways rather than adding more concrete. 
As much as possible, fence off dog playground areas. 
I suggest making one dog park fully enclosed or doing a big and small dog 
enclosed park like what is done at Yarra vista and Jan hammond park. 
Fremantle doesn't have any fully enclosed dog parks anymore which is a 
struggle for dog owners. 
I think the larger area of Boo Park would be more suited- a portion of the 
park could be fenced off and allocated for dog exercise without detracting 
from the larger area. 
As an OSH issue I feel that children’s play areas should be fenced (as in 
Parmelia Park). 
My 4 year old grandson experienced a fractured tibia this year at Stevens 
reserve when a playful dog collided with him. An accident but very 
traumatic. 
Steven Reserve is just down the road already fenced off for this purpose, it 
is larger.  Virginia Ryan Park is so small and surrounded by residence that 
would be effected by the nuisance of such an undertaking.  Boyeenbarra 
park has a larger area that would be a more appropriate option. 
Please replace the green pop bags with the yellow ones. So many green 
bags are damaged when trying to remove from the holders- a huge waste. 
I’ve been a resident of Fremantle for nearly 30 years and Stevens is A 
wonderful asset of Fremantle which should continue to be shared with dogs, 
cricket balls and maintain the community that is cherished there.  
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In general I am in favour of a range of additional ENCLOSED dog parks 
spread across the City of Fremantle, but NOT AT THE EXPENSE OF STEVENS 
RESERVE AS AN ENCLOSED DOG EXERCISE AREA.  I have no particular 
objection to the use of Virginia Ryan Park as a dog exercise area, but I DO 
object to the changes proposed for Stevens Reserve.  I feel that Stevens 
Reserve can be retained as a mixed use facility (sports and dog exercise) 
with better/additional fencing, BETTER DOG WASTE BAGS (a long standing 
complaint), more dog owner education, improved reserve management, and 
a general rationalisation of the cricketing facilities.  This somewhat unhelpful 
survey is not the place for detailed suggestions, as this would run to pages.  
This needs a more focused review, with voices from the dog owning 
community, not just the cricket club and current groundskeeper.  I strongly 
recommended a long-term master plan for both Stevens Reserve and dog 
exercise areas in general be undertaken as soon as possible. 
As above 
This survey should include questions on the proposed changes to Stevens 
Reserve which are not accepted by the local Fremantle tax paying residents. 
Removing fences at Stevens will pose a risk to foot, cycle and car traffic 
outside of Stevens Reserve.  
As a ratepayer and resident of Fremantle, I believe Stevens Reserve should 
be a shared community ground for local residents and cricket/hockey clubs 
alike.  
It would be beneficial for sporting clubs to have a sign up, indicating 
designated training days and times which would help all users plan their 
daily activities. In the past years, it has been very erratic and makes it 
difficult for residents and dog owners to work around.  
As an additional solution and suggestion to help alleviate the stress for clubs 
and owners, would council consider investing (as per Virginia Ryan Park) in 
potentially reticulating and fencing off the agility equipment area so that dog 
owners are still able to use this area during sports training/game times. It 
currently appears to be dumping grounds for unused equipment, rubbish 
(grass/debris collection) and a wasted prime area which can be utilised as a 
bridging solution during certain times.  
I am confused with the suggestion of removing gates and struggle to find 
logic in the reasoning. Young families with children, dog owners, elderly all 
use Stevens as an exercise and social community area. Its seems highly 
illogical that there is a higher concern for balls rolling out then increasing the 
risks and safety of children and dogs. 
There definitely is room for additional consideration and solutions in how we 
can all collectively use and share Stevens Reserve as it has equal, if not 
more effect of daily activities of local residents.  
As per my previous comments - It is only a matter of time before the whiny 
sporting clubs get dogs banned from Stevens Reserve. The removal of the 
gates is the first step.  This new proposal is nothing more than a whitewash. 
 
Fremantle Council should commit to a proper planning and Public 
Consultation process for a dedicated fenced dog exercise area. 
 
Cockburn has 5 fenced dog parks (with 2 more planned) - 
https://www.cockburn.wa.gov.au/WhereCanITakeMyDog 
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If you need a model of proper Community Consultation on this issue: 
Kalamunda did it right! 
https://engage.kalamunda.wa.gov.au/dog-parks?tool=survey_tool 

See above. 

Dog agility course? Area not large enough to replace stevens reserve as dog 
exercise area  
RE the changes to the Gates at Stevens Reserve, if it is actually staying as 
dual purpose sporting and Dog exercise area, why does the gate type need 
to change? 
Please don’t do this 

This survey seems to be only about Virginia Ryan Park. Where can I 
comment on ludicrous changes proposed for Steven’s Reserve?! 
As a dog owner, I would always support any additional off-lead facilities.  
But “additional" is the critical word here. The addition of that tiny little park 
should in no way impact gated off-lead access to Stevens Reserve. I 
STRONGLY object to the proposal to install chicane gates at Stevens. It is 
possible that Stevens Reserve can be a shared community resource with 
some minor improvements and compromise. But the Cricket Club is 
absolutely unwilling to compromise and share what is a COMMUNITY 
resource. Removal of the gates is a naked ball-faced attempt to drive dog 
walkers from the reserve. Its completely outrageous that a group of entitled 
men should expect to limit access to a community resource to the dog 
walkers whose number is considerably greater and who used that facility 
morning & night every single day of the week all through the year. I 
STRONGLY object to the proposal to remove the gates at Stevens Reserve. 
 
I also strenuously object to this attempt at gerrymandering the results of 
this so called “community consultation” process. While the proposal to 
remove the gates at Stevens Reserve is a significant part of the overall 
proposal, there is not a single question on this survey that relates directly to 
that part of the proposal. Any data analyst will tell you this is not a valid 
survey and therefore constitutes what I consider to be an egregious attempt 
to skew the feedback. So therefore I consider this whole process of fake 
“community consultation” to be completely invalid.  
All you want to do is close Stevens as a safe dog park. Just be honest about 
that. This is such a corrupt approach. You're in the pocket of the sports clubs 
at the expense of larger numbers of dog walkers.  
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This consultation, is entirely based on the upgrading of Virginia Ryan Park 
and fails to ask any similar questions about the additional proposed works at 
Stevens Reserve. The premise of the proposal to remove the gates at 
Stevens Reserve is that dogs are currently our of control and that removing 
the gates in favour of a less secure chicane entry would improve this. 
Presumably, given the comments around shared use of the space in the 
consultation proposal, there is an accusation that dogs pose some threat to 
sporting events held at weekends during the summer months and a few 
weekday evenings.  
 
Having used the park at all times of the week during the past year I have 
seen very little evidence that dogs are so out of control that they pose 
problems for sporting events. Moreover, when the cricket club 
groundskeeper decides to mow the grass with a large sit-on mower at 8am 
on a Tuesday morning during peak dog exercise period in the summer 
months, it is immaterial what the fencing arrangements are and quite clear 
what little regard the cricket club have for other users of the Reserve. The 
current signage instructs owners to keep their dogs on a lead during 
sporting events and this is what the overwhelming majority of owners who 
choose to use the park do when sport is in play. At all other times, removal 
of the secure gates in favour of a less secure chicane system increases the 
risk of a dog in the road on Stevens or Swanbourne Streets, not through 
negligent dog ownership as the consultation suggests but because animals 
are naturally inquisitive and adventurous.  
 
If the council are truly in favour of shared ownership of the space they 
should consider the proportion of time that Stevens Reserve is used by 
different stakeholder groups. There are upwards of 20 dogs in the park from 
6am until ~9.30 every morning and the same number, if not more, from 
3.30 pm until it gets dark at all times of the year. This equates to 6-7 hours 
of peak time usage by between 20 and 40 families to exercise their pets 
every single day. Compare this to the 3 months per year when cricket is 
played two days per week and it is clear that protecting dogs, and children 
who accompany many families in the park, from the dangers of fast moving 
traffic should be paramount to Fremantle Council. 
The park needs to have lighting installed, this has been requested over a 
number of years.   
other large dog off lead areas could be fenced such as Fremantle park or 
Bruce lee oval, which both have more parking than Stevens reserve   
The benefit of the existing park at Stevens St is that it is fully enclosed so 
safe for puppy to play. If this new park had fencing on both ends it could 
also offer this benefit.  
Suggest fencing agility area at stevens reserve to dog owners to use when 
sport is on. 
This area is bigger and already had facilities for dogs 
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My suggestion is to upgrade the conditions at Stevens Rreserve with the 
money saved from the proposed design where there is no room for further 
facilities. Some adequate poo bags and containers to replace those currently 
on site. I can’t open the green bags and they constantly rip and twist in the 
cylinders. Useless!! Clean up the rubbish on the east perimeter. It is ugly, 
and grass the area which is a dust bowl in summer. That area houses the 
dog’s activity circuit which is well used.  I have not seen any dog on the 
fenced off wickets. 
Repair the gates and fences. Perhaps the creation of a dog exercise club 
with a subscription payable would help with the cost of maintenance of the 
grounds.  
There is a minority of park users who spoil it for the rest of us. I have 
witnessed some awful human behaviour in my several years of morning 
exercising. That would not change at any other venue I’m thinking. 
The solution is complicated and requires some creative thinking. Most of the 
users are respectful and cooperative and those I’ve spoken to are soo sad 
about the prospect of losing our current privileges at the wonderful park that 
is Steven’s reserve. We love it, 
Install better fencing and gets at Stevens St. Lock the park between (eg) 
20:00 and 05:00, 
Use the money saved from not doing the proposed Virginia Ryan works to 
employ a park warden who patrols between (eg) 05:00 and 09:00, and 
again between 16:00 and 20:00. 
This would not necessarily be required for ever - put it in place for (eg) 6 
months which is sufficient time to change peoples behaviour. Then do 
random patrols a couple of time per day/week. 
I would like all sides of the park fenced, not just the Watkins Street side. 
The unfenced sides of the park means that dogs running off leash are not 
contained in the park and could leave the park. Other councils provide fully 
fenced and gated dog exercise areas. Could Fremantle please do the same? 
There is no mention of fences/gates at the northern entrance to Virginia or 
from Bolton Place. A successful off-leash exercise area (especially one so 
small as Virginia Ryan) needs good perimeter security. Dogs are naturally 
inquisitive, and always keen to "check out" new arrivals to parks, so secure 
gates are desirable. Note: the existing gates on SW corner and SE corners of 
Stevens St Reserve are perfect in this regard. Don't build horrible chicanes 
(like on the Royal Freo Gold Course) please, because they are hugely 
stressful - there is not enough space in Virginia Ryan to get my dogs "away" 
from permanently open access points (ie I wouldn't use the park much if this 
ends up being the case). 
This survey does not provide for commentary on proposal to remove the 
gates on Stevens St Reserve. As noted above, this is a bad idea. I oppose 
the removal of gates that provide dog owners with assurance their dogs are 
'safely' enclosed once onto the Stevens St Reserve. Yes, I support better 
access in terms of footpaths and opportunity for wheelchairs or prams to 
enter the park. But please, do not remove the gates. 
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